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,Universities lose in state-budget }llan
);
'

Tuition hike will recover most of lost state fundii1g
.

:

MARsHAil SPENCE

·.)

·
The $40 nilllitm cut is s.ignificantly
That budget includes a recom- less than the reduction lawmakers had
mended 8.5 percent tuition increase proposed. University presidents hadand a $40 million cut in state University waged a public media "campaign last
spending: Meanwhile, -about 22,000 new month against the earlier proposal,
students are expected to flood universi- - alarmed that th~ Legislature might
ty classrooms this year, with no addi- slice as much·as $118 million from the
tiorial money to accommodate them.
operating budgets of F1orida:s 11 public

STAFF WRITER

-

~

ties.

After months of bickering, the
Florida ·Legislature on May 27 finally
approvect a bare-bones. $53.5 billion
budget for the year, §etting aside·-$17
billion for public- schools and·universi-

Florida debates
FCAT-style test fof
college students ..
MIKE RIEGEL

··
. universities.
While.administrators don't expect
the <5ut tO drastically affe,ct uc:F, they .
are· considering raising UCF's tuition
by 9.5 percent to make up for UCF's
· $3.9 million loss. .
·
· The state approved an 8.5 per.OOnt
tuition increase that _applies to all in-~tate undergraduate and graduate stu~
-~

PLEASE SEE

Briglzt ON 3

·Big classes. are big ·-sm.ge
. -f9r.,·energetic te~c·hers

STAFF WRITER ,

What's the best way to determine how
much someone learns in college? .
A) Check the grades and the fuial.GPA.
; · B) Analyze .samples of the student's
assignme1_1ts; ·
. .
.
. _..-~~ .
. -~~~C) ~t a person's post,:OOllegiat~ sue- ~·, ,
. eesses, or failure_s, determip.e how ~e~ th~Y~ - .
• aS"SiOOlateq w1raf.they were 1aught.' -,;,.D) Make it mandatory for every student
to take a standardized test before attending
a university, and then require another test be
taken just before oollege graduation.
· The Florida Board of Governors, which
. manages the state'~ universities, is leaning
·toward option D.
·l
The board is considering a plan to
implement a standardized test for ' college .
students tlia( would operate much like the
.F lorida Comprehensive Assessment Test
(FCAT) for the state's public schools. In
effect, the test would, deterinine how much a .
college student leariied during his or her
time at one of Florida's 11 public universities.
Board Chairman Carolyn Roberts said
~
.these t¢sts will . provide taxpayers with
empiriCal proof that their money is contributing to educatiol)., she told the St. Petersburg
Times: Another board member, Steve
.
. .
.
.
.
Uhlf~lder, added that the tests could provide
Astrong voice and energetic body language is a must for instructors of large classes in keeping students engaged and ~ntertained.
a more accrirate picture of which universities
are th~ most successful, the Times further
reported.
Unlike the FCAT, the college version ·of
the test wo'uldn't affect a student's ~ility to
int~11lCtivedectUres. Students should leave than 7,000 students during the· pas.t .five .NICOL JENKINS .
• . graduate. It would, however, alter how funds
. STAFF WRITER .
their cell phones at home or be sure to turn years, and he prefers teachlbg in largB audiare allocated to each-University. ·
them off because he will answer them. He toriums. "The potential for some.very lively,
The board also offered two other options
•Charles Negy's General Psychology does not want.students to miss the lecture: . . energized discussions can occtir far mo~ in
)·
that could be used in$tead of, or in conjunccourse ls favorit~ among UCF freshmen. whether it be about Sigoiund Freud or a class of 200 than a class of 30,." Negy said.
tion with, the college version of the FCAT.
About' 200 students fill the auditorium for~ dream analygis. ' · ·
- The ~tate could gauge universities based on
classes every week to listen to hls uillque and ' Negy' haS taught .psychology .to more
PLEASE SEE Face-to~/ace ~N 6
· surveys conducted with employers that hire
Florida graduates, or . out-of~state ·uniVersi• ties c_ould be ~mmissioned to conduct peer .
reviews.
. ,
Senior.Chris Wilkerson; 22, said he does
; · · not understand the logic behind t$.ng the
test. "There's no motivation to do well," he
that more than one-third .w ere harassed
said. "If it doesh't make any difference to the
.
within
the past ·ye.ar. Twenty ·percent .said
. .
.
·.
.~ ,
sfudent, then people won't take it seriously" . they feared for their safety due to their ,sexuSophomore Jennifer Robbins, 20, also
' ' ronment for homosexual sfudents, a recent al orientatipn, the study ·stated. .
PATRICIA XAVIER .
thinks the plan is flawed. ·"[StandardiZed]
study reported. .
·
·
CON1RIBUTING'WRITER
The sentiment among UCF's' gay comtesting has no place in college," she. said. ·
A National Gay and Lesbian TaskFbrce munity.is ~u~ the same. And some gay ~tu· College campuses th)'ougliout the ·survey of more than 1,600 homosexual stuUnited States continue to be a hostile envi- dents, faculty and ~trators revealed
r
• PLEASE SEE Incidents ON 3
PLEASE SEE Test ON 7
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Good instructors ·can engage -hundred$ .
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Homosexuals.continue to feel hostility on camp1lses ·

·UCF still Witho:ut protection policies for gay students
'
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· Building woes

Are weak and obscure anti-hazi ng laws having
any effect across the country? · ·

,

Acracked fa~ade causes evacuations and halts
renovations ·on the Busipess Administration I Building .
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Rather than strut down a catwalk
sporting attitudes of disdain, some of the
models at a fashion show at the Fashion
lnstitute of Technology last month calmly
took their cue$ from the audience about
how best to show off the clothes tliey w~re
wearing.
The models didn't .talk' back to anyone, gossip abouf one another, or demand ·
' Italian sparkling water in their dressing
rooms. They existed only as thr.ee-dimensional figures in cyberspace.
Th~ setting for the show was more
geeky than glamorous: a ·computer room
with the virtual _models projected on a
screen. VISitors could also join in o:r:ilin.e,
calling up_the 3-D figures on their own ..
computers.
·
The students who.staged theeventand whose designs were on display_; said
the virtual fashion show was better than a
glitzy real-life affair with qelebrity mooeis.: -~
- The goal ·of the -high-tech eV:ent which organizer$ called the first of its kij}d
- was to demonstrate how fashion
designers can use computer graphics and
the Internet to collaborate with distant colleagues and to communicate with manu.facturers and customers.
It was also a chance to try to persuade
administrators at the Fashion Institute to.
invest more heavily in computers by show-'
ing ·new , ways ·that technology could
change the field of fashion, said Daria
Dorosh, a professor, at the institute who·
helpe4 organize the prei;;entation.
Dorosh and _other fashion professors.
say that technology promises to revolutionize how clothes are made and ·sold in
the next few years.
- Still, fashion colleges have been slow
to embrace IT, said Dorosh. Although FIT
and~other fashion colleges now offer co~s•
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.I11ciderits may be ~hjgher, -·but
:"Stud~nts· fear·· Bpealan-g·~ut
dents s~y those harassment figures may actually paint a better picture than Wh~t really
goes on.
,
"I would expect the number to be·higher,"' said senior Matthew Pardon, 22, who
· serves as an adviser for UCF's Gay Lesbian
;Bisexual Student Union. "I think many incidents go untold or unreported because most[gay students] are afraid of 'outing' th,emselves. Much of the time, they are in a hostile
environment that would not welcome their
accusation."
UCF's gay population has plenty of-reasons to feel .unsafe on campus - mainly
-.because no-policies exist·to protect them.
While the Orlando City Council passed a
law protecting gays and lesbians from discrimination in public .accommodations last
November, UCF remains 'OUtside the city limits and the new law does not apply. ,,
Carlos Smith arid Heath Frank said they were beaten be·cause they are gay.
In January, two UCF students were - .
·
·
attacked during a party at Pegasus Landing,
,
a UCF-affiliated housing complex. The two Huiilan lligbts Watch.
Union to·oombat gu,y prejudice and discrimi. victims claimed they were beaten for being
Human Rights Watch claims that harass- - nation..The UCF counseling center offers gu,y
gu,y.
ment and bullymg can affect the emotional and lesbian dis~ussion groups, including an
With the increased hostility towards and physical health of students as well as outreach program called AILYS that battles
gu,ys and lesbians, some believe UCF should their academic work
- the stereotypes and prejudices surrounding
take greater steps to protect students wh_o
Aild ihat, Pardon says, is ·particularly homosexuality with education.
report discrimination.
·
detrimental to gu,y students because most
UCF officers are also tra.lned to identify
"It's ridiculous that people are feeling won't r~h their academic potential,-while hate crimes and bias against homosexuals
unsafe in their own schools,'' said junior others may drop out if they don't feei safe in through an 8-hour mandatory diversity
course.
.
.
Talita Simoos de Souza, 21. "Everyone should . their surroundings.
Organizations such as Legal Tufense
be treated equally, and if even one student
UCF Counseling Center psycholo~t
fears for their safety on any campus, then the Andrew Blair.acknowledges that to curb the . and Education Fund and The American Civil
school is not doingits job of protectingthe stu- • problem ·-of sexual. discrimination, j;he issue Liberties Union believe that litigu,tion is the
dent body."
best way to combat the hate crimes.
has to'go right to the top.
·
''Report all instances of anti-gu,y harass"UCF should make safety for those stu"It is systemic and starts above the unidents a pri9rity, and take disciplinary action versity; [it s~s] in the state government by ment. Alert school officials and let them know
against anyone who harasses gay students or offering ·protection from discrimination," you expeet them to take proper action about
discriniinates against anyone else,'? Sim9es Blair Said. "[But] I don t know how overt it abuse that goes on in hallways, school yards
de Souia said "otherwis~ someone might .. might ~. Discrimination is about behavior,· and classrooms," their Web site_states.
. Blair suggests ·that before- choosing- a
suffer in silence."
-- "'"·
while prejudice is about beliefS and attitudes."
Pardon believes ·ucF needs to become
-As for campus safety, the National Gay, school, students should research-its environproactive and clearly state that gay ciiscrimi- an~ Lesbian Task forre has several recom- ment.
"Before attending a university, find out
nation will not be tolerated
mendations a university can take to curb
about resources, campus climate, groups on
"I believe gu,y and lesbian people face harassment.
·
more hostility in general --'-the UCF campus
• Training sessions for campus police on campus and even places and resour~s outside of the UCF campus,'' Blair said 'l\lso,
is not neressarily a 'safe haven.' There is no gu,y issues and hate crimes
sense of acceptance of people who are per• Create alumni groups !or gu,y, lesbian, ask other students and seek information off
the Internet."
ceivect to be different at UCF. The gu,y, lesbian, bisexual and transgender stud~nts
Said Simoos de Souza: "Everyone should
bisexual and transgender community at UCF
• Encourage discussion of sexual orien- .
be able to get their education and walk on
is viewed as different."
tation during student orientation
campus without worrying about being them- But gu,y hostility on ·campus is no longer
• Provide gender-neutral bathrooms
UCF , provides student organizations selves. That's a basic part ofthQ. college expebeing considered just an equality issue, but a
human rights issue as well,, according to ~e such as the Gay, Lesbian? Bisexual Student rience.''.
·T

Campus briefs
•
•

lKJ computer engineering
prof won't return to lJ(J

Hussam Jubara, the computei; engineering professor who has been arrested
'twice for immigration violations in the last
three months, will not
return·to UCF this fall.
Jubara has cho~ . · sen not to apply for
another tBaching contract with the university in the midst of ills
second ·arrest last
month, said Tom
• Evelyn, assist.ant dirootor of UCFs
and
I n f o r m a· t i n .
~partment. Jubara, a
Pcilestinian irnµligrant, has taught ·at UCF
sinre the fall or'2000.
Like any visiting professor, Juoora is
required to reapply for a new contract at the
end of each academic year; visiting professors teach on a year-to-year basis.
·
''His contract ended ill .May," Evelyn·
said ''He told the CollegB of Engineering that
he did not want to seek a new contract for the fall of 2003."
Last month, FBI, Orange County deputy
sheriffs and immigration official8"3!rrested

.
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dents and all out-of-state students. However, schools may
raise · graduate and out-of-state
tuition an llP.ditional 6.5 percent,
for atotal of 15.percent.
UCF's Board of Trustees
vote on increasing
tabled
tuition at last month's meeting
and will instead reconsider the
issue when it meets again next
.month.
A full-time student at UCF
who is a Florida resident currently pays an average of $2,820
a semester. An 8.5 percent
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increase would add $239 a year.
Dan Holsenbeck, UCF's
vice president of university relations, . said UCF has not yet
decided how much it will raise its
graduate - and out-of-state
tuitio~.

'We're looking through all
our other-option8," he sit.id '
Vanessa Fortier, director of
tlle UCF Budget Office, swd she
hopes a meeting on that topic
will take place soon. She said a
decision needs to be made before
the fall semester. ,
·'
Holsenbeck and Fortier
bOth said UCF does not plan to

lay off .!lfiy employees or r.eduoe
employees' salaries to help all&
viate the loss ·of state money.
'We don't expect to make
any drastic changes in this year,"
Holsenbeck said.. _~ ·
,
But Holsenbeck said that a
poor economy and budget cuts
· over the next few years could
eventually force UCF to reduce
the nuniber of classes .offered,
increase class sizes and reduce
the number of services offered.
'We'll be faced with some ·
critiCal decisions," he said.
i
: FOrtier said 'that cutting the
number. of class~s al).d the num-

ber of services offered at UCF is
a last resort.
"Our first priority is to minimize the impact to the student,"
she said.
Senior Julie Rodeghier said
a tuition increase wouldn't both:
er her too much. "lhave scholar- ·
ships, so L really don't have to
pay that much for tuition.".
Like Rodeghier, 110.000 coF
lege 'students in Florida can COQ.-tinue to depend · on the ·Bright
J;utur.es scholarship to cover the
oost of therr tuition after legislators voted to keep the state program intact.
1

/ .
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Anti-hazing laws weak,
·often are overlooked··
~ost

with hazing, we can do the s~e
thing."
Experts say these anti-hazing laws vary. Fbr instance, New
York and Texas .a re eonsidered to
have strong laws and impose
DION HAYNES
severe penalties against perpetraCHICAGO TRIBUNE
tors of hazing even if their victims
agreed to· participate. In North
The activities of the Kappa
Carolina, which is considered to
have a weaker law, prosecutors
Alpha Society at -Cornell
University caused a national ,
haye applied the ban to public
schools but not private ones.
furor when .one of its pledges, a
South Carolina's la'\V applies
young man from St. Louis, ·died
to fraternities, but not hazing
afterplungingintoacanalduring
a hazing ritual.
involving the Citadel military colAmid the screarrllng headlege or sports teams.
.
lines and the editorial cartoons
A ·2000 study concluded that
that demonized the perpetrators,
hazingaffectednearlyhalf ofhigh
Illinois adopted what is believed to
school students selected for the
be the first anti-hazing law to
survey. The practice is routinely
0
used as initiation for sports
deter. activities at school subjecting any student "to ridicule f~r the
teams, scholastic groups, bands
.
and even church youtP. organizapastime of others."
That law was passed 102
tions.
The study, called Initiation
years ago, on May 10, 1901, which
makes the recent case involving
Rights in American'. High Schools,
students from Glenbrook North
asserted that 48 percent of stulligh School in north suburban
- TOM HUTTON
dents in select org'anizations were
Attorney
hazed and 30 percent performed
Northbrook an example of a per· sistent problem. The same year
illegal acts as part of their initiations. fV!oreover, 71 percent of
the law was passed, newspapers
were abuzz over .the deat4 of a
those subjected to hazing reportWest Point cadet and the subseed suffering negative ~onsequent trial during which another
quences such as injury, falling
young cadet, Douglas MacArthur, including 'Wrongs of Passage" in grades or conflicts with parents. testified about rampant hazing at · 1999, explained the rationale in
"It's a lot more prevalent and
_
schools: "Newcomers were pervasive than what we originally
the academy.·
· Yet · the practice continues, accused of being criminal or.wild thought," said Norman · Pollard,
and the Glenbrook North case has beasts, and (the older students director of counseling and student
focused new attention on the justified hazing by asserting) they development at Alfred University
Illinois law, under which 15 stu- needed a ritualistic exorcism."
in Alfred, N.Y, the studys e<r
dents have been chargBd, ana
"Students would get hit with author.
similar statutes in 42 other states. wooden objects or paddled with a
While the Glenbrook North
Despite the nearly unani- book or frying pan," said Nuwer, caSe sparked widespread outr~
inous support among the states who also teaches journalism at and shock, it. is hardly the most
for such legislation, anti-hazing Franklin College and Indiana egregious example of hazing gune
advocates_contend the laws either University-Purdue University at . awry.
are too weak or are overlooked.
Indianapolis.
In March, 11 members of the
Now, under the 43 state anti- Psi EJ>silon Chi fraternity at
Moreover, some experts
assert that these laws and bans hazing laws, spurred by dozens of Plattsburgh State University in
by schools may be making hazing hazing-related deaths, the prac- New York were charged in conmore attractive to youths and tice is deemed a crime punishable nection witli the death of a pledge,
prishingit underground where the by fines or imprisonment.
Walter Dean Jennings, whose
Since the 1990s, most nation- brain swelled after he wa8 forced
activities gu unsuperVised.: Some
also worry that, in this era of al fraternal organizations have to consume large amounts of
- ':Jackass: The Movie" and the banned hazing, replacing the water.
"Fear Factor" reality television physical and psychological intimiIll February, the Zeta Phi.
program, the dangers associated dation at the center of their pledg- Beta sorority at Vrrginia Union
with hazingmay be escalating.
ing activities with dramatically University was suspended and
"Kids are more desensitized milder, largely · meet-and-greet four members chargBd with mis. to the hazards. The initiation rites membership drives. High schools. demeanor hazing for allegedly
of a generation ago may seem also have taken an · anti-hazing causing severe injuries to a
tame and lame-to them," sa,id 'Tum stance as part of zero-tolerance pledge, Kimberly Daniels, who
Hutton, staff attorney at tlie policies agafust bullying.
was paddled 35 times.
Boards
Victims' .relatives and antiAnd last September, Kristin
National - School
Association, who has helped-draft hazing advocates, however, insist· High and Kenitha Saafir, both stuanti-hazing policies for numerous more needs to be done to enforce dents at California State
such prohibitions.
University at Los Angeles,
districts. · , .
''They try to find more ways
In 1990, Alice -Haben of . drowned while reportedly j>er- ·
Oswegu, ID., launched a campaign forming a pledgjng ritual for a
to-gu over the top," he said.
Fbr generations, hazing has to toughen Illinois' 1901 anti-haz- _ citywide chapter of the Alpha
been an integral part Of society's ing law: The .General Assembly Kappa Alpha sorority. The
rite of pass~, regarded as a amended the law in 1996, chang~ women, blindfolded with their
means used by police and fire irig the crime from a misde- hands ti¢ behind their .backs,
departments, the military, medical _ meanor. to a felOny if a victim is had been forced to run through.
schools, college· fraternal organi- seriously injured or killed.
strong currents at a Los Angeles
Haben acted after her 18- be8.ch at pight.
.zations, high school at~etes and even· some professional year~ld s.on, Nick, died after
Though California has an
· sports teams- to build character being .forced to dripk . large anti-hazing law, the Los Angeles
and camaraderie in their recruits. amounts of alcohol in an initiatioll' County district attorneys office
.
Anthropologists and other ritual for a lacrosse club at _a nd .the Los Angeles Police
. . experts say the practice has been Western Illinois · University. Department have declined to file
occurring for thousands of years. Hazing charges against ~e 12 charges against the sorority, said
Plato referred to it, and Byzantine .· men who allegedly forced her son Angela Reddock, a Los Angeles
Emperor Justinian I banned its - to drink the alcohol were dropped, lawyer who is representing High's ;
use in some cases. In the 4th though Haben reached a settle- ·family in a civil suit against nine
-Century, St. Augustine wrote mentwith them in a civil suit.
sorority sisters.
about his experiences . of being
· "Drunk~ 30 years ago
"Part of the family's ftiistrahazed by a group called the was no big deal.. But Mothers tion is that the (pOlice) didn't conEversores,
Against Drunk DriVingmade it an duct a thorough investigation," .
Scholar Hank Nuwer, who issue, and it is now frowned Red.dock said. "One of the officers
has chronicled _.high. school and upon," Haben said. "If people are said he didn't know there was an
college hazing in three books; made aware of what is happening anti-hazing law in California."

states·- have them, but law
·enforcement rarely cites offenders
v.

Kids are more
desensitized tO
the hazards. The
initiation rites of
a generatio'n ago
.may seem tame
and lame•.. They
try to find m re
ways to go over
the tOp_.
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DISTANCE
EDUCATION

BRl\TI HART I CFF

Lecture_ halls such as these lack the intimacy of smaller classrooms, where instructor-student intera_ction is more personalized.

Face-to-face time makes world of
difference for lecture hall students
teach, Negy's office hours could
overflow, if not for a screening sysHe tries to coax his students into tem he set up. He off~rs help only
thinking actively' about what is to students he deems are working
·being discussed during the lec- hard enough or are needy enough.
tures. "I try to encouragB them to Fbr many of his students, engagdiscuss and debate while I monitor ing lectures are all they need
·Another UCF teacher, Seth
_the discussion," he said
Senior ·Melissa Berk9fsky Elsheimer haS· found a way to
·remembers taking Negy's General · keep his big class motivated, even
Psychology course her freshman though ·they meet four days a
year. "I barely' ever missed a class, week at 9 a.m. EVen though the
the material was so interesting," class ·begins so early, students· do
said Be~kofsky, 21. ''His livezy dis- not miss a class due to the intercussions on tP.e different theories esting and important material covof pefchology kept me coming ered each class meeting.
back to each claSs," she said "I
Elsheiriter keeps his students
would recommend this class to all thinking by passing around modincomillg freshman Who need to els, .asking questions and having
take a general education elective." students work on problems in
Fbr N~ a good instructor is _ class. "It is·easier for a student to
someone who challe~s bis ·or ·, get lost in a largBr size class, but
_ her students to think about topics that is ·Why a good instructor
that are prohibited at normal should make sure students know
social· gatherings, such as rare, . how to take the initiative to get
politics, sex and religion. "I actual- assistance if they need it,"
ly have less respect for the profes- Elsheimer said
sors who purposely avoid topics
He offers students feedback
that are controver8ial all because thro'ugh his offi~ hours, where
-they are so concerned with offend- students can pick up graded tests,
ing students or receiving low stu- or they can contact him through &
mail. ·Elsheimer also -considers
dent ratings," Negy said
N~gy needs not worry about
students' feedback from student
students evaluating him poorly. evaluation forms. ~'If I see some.
Thirty-five .percent of his students recurring or helpful sUWsfion, I
believe his description of the will ~e it to serve future stucourse material was vecy good . .dents."
His ·communication of ideas and
Last year, 40 percent of
niformation were 3l.So-ranked very Elsheimer' s students evaluated
good, · according to his student his stimulation for learning as
evaluations from 2002.
very good Fbrty percent also said
With hundreds of stlldents to he was very available to help stu- .
FROM PAGE
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dents inside and- outside of the
classroom.
, A professor must convince a
student that the course material is
not only understandable, but
worth the effort to learn,
Elsheimer· said. "Students will
take their cue on how interesting
and important a topic is based on
howwell an instructor conveys the
.enthusiasm that first led them to
that field," he said
_ Despite efforts· by bigdass
teachers like Elsheim~r's to keep
their students involved, senior
Katie Wolczanski says out-of-class
assistance is still important to su~
ceed. "The lecture class was a bit
oveIWhelming with 300 students,
but the lab helped to clarify the
weekly material with a smaller
class size," said Wolczanski, 20. "If
you are going to enroll in a lecture
class, try to schedule a lab ·offered
or visit the professor's office," she
-said
,
Teacher Daniel Vaughen
knows the power of connecting
with students in smaller numbers. ·
"I am available to all of my
students -during office hours,
before and after class, and via &
mail and telephone. Even my cell
phone number is published on my
Web site," he said.
Vaughen said students can
learn equally as well in largBr siZe
lectur~ classroom and smaller
ones if the . professor knows the
subject, can orally communicate
that subject fo others and C-OreS
about the students.

f ..

Whitening • Tooth-colored fillings
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CALL NOW!!
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Not being able _to listen to your

. ,

_You dothe math.

·teaChers might be a disorder
NAT ALIE R 0DR1-G u E z

--learning disabilities.
STAFF WRITER
·
Afcording to the New York ·
Times, students with learning
Some students, no . matter - disabilities represent the fastest, how smart, just can't listen~ It's . growing group of ·college appli- .

•·
•

re
jt

not that they'fe hearing c.ants.
"\
impaired; they just can't process
Rerent research and studies
the information that most · stu- of .the disabilitY may have condents can. These "learning dis- _ tnbuted to growth of this. categuabled" students _sUffer. from a ry by labeling long-sufferlng_stulitany of problems with one thing dents, said Assistant Director of
in oommon: they hardly have a . Student Disability· Services,
hint that anything's.wrong. .
Louise Friderici.
_ At UCF, this unusual disabil-· - Experts are unsure of what
ity incb).des students with specif- . causes . learning disabilities. It .
.ic analytical and linguistic dis- may .b e due to heredity, bad
abilities and those-with attention teaching, moving from school to
deficit hyperactivity disorder. Of · school, toxinS in the environment,
the 525 students who·were regis- . brain damage or an accident at
te,red at Student Disability birth.
Services in fall 2002, 60 percent
''There's not enough data to
had a learning disability. say that this causes learning disThe most significant prol:r abilities. We do know that those
lem oollege students With learn- are some of the associated caus. ing disabilities face is "people not
es;" Katlin said.
understanding theii <;Usability
. The key to overcoming
because it's hidden," said Philip . learning disabilities in college is
N. Kallin, director Qf Student seeking out help, studying and
DiSability Services at UCE A per- . staying committed. A learning
son with a ·learning disability disabled student.- needs dedicashows little sign of problems in · tion, he said. "Fbr every hour that
the non-disabled student puts in
everyday life; he said.
The term learning disability for studying, the learning disis used to describe the difficulty a -abled will ·probably need two to
_ person with average or even high three hours of additional study,"
intelligence has in acquiring he said Katlin added that learnbasic acad~mic skills.
-ing disabled students need to be .
There are ways to overcome open to learning new strategies
the challenges learning -disabili- · so that they cap. be successful.
ties pose througli tdentificyi,tion
Some signs that may indiand accommodation. At UCF, . cate ·a learning disability are.
Student Disability Services :offers merµory problems, reading, writindividualized services to those ing and listening trouble, time
·students who present a recent or management problems; trouble updated documentation of their _ meeting deadlines, organization-learning disability. Friderici said. af pi:oblems and lack of attei:ition..
Student Disability Services only
According to ·the National
works with tliose students W,ho Center for Learning Disabilities,
come to them. _rlearning disabilities vary widely,
One of the more popular from dyslexia to trouble reading,
accommodations is allowing writing or spelling. Sufferers may
more time for learning-disabled ·also .have trouble with math; constudents to take tests than other . cepts of time and money, dexteri-:
students. Student Disability ty problems or hyperactivity and
Services administers over 2,000 impulsivity. The level of the prol:r
tests in an acadelnic year.
. . lem also varies, from mild to
Students also get help with severe.
nd~ taking. Class notes ~ tranStudents who think they
scribed by other students . for have a learning disability should
those with difficulty focusing and . contact Student. . Disability
understanding speech.
Services. i:Jigh school students
Fbr students who have trou- with learning disabilities should . ble understanding text, Student : prepare for the transition to colDisabilify Services provides foge ·by presenting recent docu. audio recordings of textbooks inentation of their learning diSand coaching that enables stu- ability, such as a report from a
d~nts fo cope with their disabili- psychologist, psychiatrist or neu- ·
ties..
·
·
rologist.
UCF does not offer specific
UCF students have access ·
disabilities progr~s though, to free psychiatric help on camand does not offer remedial pus, , and can be · screened . for
co~ for students with specific learning disabiliti~s.

IO.% off . any of your favo-rite
Atlanta i3 read Company foo.ds when

-Take

. you show your Stude.n t · ID. Try a ·
breakfast sandwkh and a latte · or a
cafechillo ... come ~Y .for breakfast/
.' ·1unch or dinner and ·enjoy _some ·soup,
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Test may g(eet freshmen
and .departing seniors
ROM PAGE 1

'We're supposed to pick a major
and learn about it; it's not about
four years of all the different
subjects."
UCF President 'John Hitt,
the chairman of Florida's State
University
Presidents
Association, said he's wary
implementing suCh a program,
the St. Petersburg Times
reported. The cost of creating,
processing and grading ~uch a
test would be prohibitive, h~
said.
University of Florida
President Charles Young wasn't
necessafny opposed to,... tlie idea

of a college FCAT, but said that
the universities should help ·
design the tests to ensure .that
they are r~presentative of the
material being taught, he told
the St. Petersburg Times·The BoarQ. has already
plapned its next niove: finding
· out what the state's 260,000 pul:r
lie university students are learning. Through a committee, this
resear~h should produce a list of
information students can be
tested on. ·
If approved, Florida will be
the only state in the nation that
. uses standardized testing to
determine ~ding for higher
educatio~.

a salad, a sandwich 'or even a panini:

BAl<ERY CAFE

AT&T
Wireless

Waterford .Lakes
330 North Alafaya Trail
. Orlando, FL 328?8
Phone 407 .382.1506
Fax 407.382.1507
Mon-Thurs '6 :30arn-9pm
Fri-Sat 6:30-10,pm .
Sun 7am-8pm

Alafaya Trail

Waterford
Town Center ·

* Offer valid only at Waterford Lakes location ..
Offer expires 6/30/03. Not valid with any ~ther offer.
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Cracks.in buiJ.~irtg'~. ~~-.

force students·;·out Of ClaSses
}3RANQON HARDIN
STAFF WRITER •.

· Classes and some faculty offices
were·forced to move out of the Business
Administration I Buildlilg after inspootors found flaws in the bui).dings construction. Problems include cracks in a
brick fagade ·and missing concrete.
Repairs to the 12-year--0ld building
have begun, as rumors the building is
cond~mned circulate throughout campus.
Physicfil Plant Director Richard
Paradise said a faculty member ask~
him one day ''Why are we working in a
rondemned building?" Paradise said
Such concerns are unwarranted, he
said.
- "Neither of the problems, as far as
we know, create a hazard for anyone in
· the_building." "Structurally, it's OK We
just need to be prudent about repairs."
During an inspection of the newly
built Business Administration II buildmg in early spring; crewmen noticed
cracks in the-fagade of its older sibling.
Fbllowingthe discovery, UCF hired
a forensic architect to find out what was
wrongwith the building.
The er~ formed from years of
enduring Florida's sweltering summers
and cool nights, causing expansions
and contractions to the masonry. These
fluctu8itions caused the concrete and
· brick to shift around just enough to form
cracks.
· The buildings problem was aggra. vated by poor construction. Spots along

the. fagade Which should have ~n
anchored to the buildings_ cop.crete
block structure were left free-standing,
malting the fagade less stable.
Within the block structure another
missing component was found - concrete. Some columns in the building that
should've peen filled with concrete were
left hollow, weakening the structure.
As workers make repairs to the
brick, they · are identifying these
columns and planning repairs for them.
'We're going to be very methodical
. about repairs, n Paradise said. "Safety is
. gomgto be the key factor."
Repairs estimated to take between
six months and a year have begun, with
a coordinated series of repairs, one seer
..tion at a time.
A consultant ·is currently·estimating the repair cost. ·
· No fault for the buildings deficiencies has been determined. ·
"Right now, we're seeing what
·remedies the unfversity has, and identifying 'Ybo is respoD;Sible for the problems," Paradise said
.Repairs will begin on the southeast
wing of the building, and move clockwise to the west and then to the north
wing. Renovationsfo the building-are on
hold until the repairs are complete.
Faculty in exterior offices of ttle
building· were relocated; and some
classrooms had to be temporarily
moved. Fbr the duration· of summer
term, the public lab in BAI 148 is now in
BAII 103, antj. the _Magruder -Teaching .
Lab iS in BAII 104.

'

Teacher linked to terrorism susped
FROM PAGE
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Jubara fqr the second tinie charging he falsified
. immigration documents.
Authorities said Jubara lied about a previous
marriage, did not list all prior names he had used
and did no( accurately represent his· immigration
history. In .addition, authorities said he earned
$26,000 under-the.fable between 1995 and 1996
while wor}dng at an Orlando retail store.
The professor is linked to Jesse Maali, an
Orlando retan shop mogul who·was arrested on
chafges of money laUJl.dering and employing illegal
aliens at his stores. He is also .cQnnected to
University of South Florida professor Sarni AlArian, who faoos terrorism charges, INS agents say.
He worked at Maali's Big- Bargain World store
on International Drive in the mid-1990s and was
allegedly involved with the Islamic Concern ProjeQt,
a Tampa group ·started by Al Arian that allegedly
served as a front for terrorism. .
He currently remains in jail, and a governmental motion to reopen a deportatio:Q. case against him
has been filed.

Sorority house mother passe~ away
Jean Walter, house mother for the Alpha Delta
-Pi sorority, died May 23. Walter liad retired ·i n

BRET HART

I CFF-

Parts of the Business Administration I Building have
been evacuated due to hollow interior columns and
the deterioration of the ext~rior walls.

March and moved back to Kansas after months of
failing health.
·
She moved. to Orlando, tiJ. ·1990 and ser\led as
house mother for the Alpha Delta Pi sorority for 13
years. Survivors .include a son, Joseph; three
daughters, Paula Rigby, Catherine Hupach and
Betty Ballard; · a brother, Gordon Quillen; eight
grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Private memorial services will be at a later · ·
date in Hays, Kan. ·
Memorials are suggested to the organization of
the donor's choice.
·
-COMPILED BY KRISTA ZILIZI AND SHELLEY MARMOR

ASparkling Banking Relationship.
We thank our customers for ·
their kind words!
'1 moved to Florida three years ago from New Jersey. For ove~ 25 years, I
needs. I honestly thought it would take years to get the great servic~ I weµ accustomed to.
I w~ wrong. FrtJm day one, I have received nothing but friendly, courteous and reliable service from The CitiZeJ?S Bank ofOviedo. From the tellers
to Vice President John Ackley, who I now also consider a perso_nalfriend, I
can.honestly say this is-a full-service bank! .

bad dealt with one bank for all my personaland business
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.UConn student5 charged

Got -.

message to Heberling, apologizing for using sentences that were
es in basic computer-graphics
so close to his own.
·
programs, such as Photoshop,
Although he was angry
'She' said experimenting with when he first came across the
oomputers is, well, not · quite in
story, Heberling says he now realfashion.
.
izes that it's a perfect example of .
The virtual fashion :show how easily peopie can plagiarize
was a joint effort between -12 stuwithout intending to, especiany
dents working voluntarily with · when: research ·1s conducted
. Dorosh at the Fashion Institute
Online.
and 38 students in a computergraphics course at-simon Fraser Analyze this
University,, in Surrey; British
They said they were doing
Columbia.
psychological research. But t~ee
The students in Surrey; -lindergraduates at the University
most of them speeializing in comof Connecticut's Hartford camputer graphics, created the
pm~
are now participantonline space using a virtual-realobservers in the criminal-justice
ity platform called Atm9sphere,
system, following their arrest. this
made by Adobe, the software · month for allegedly staging a
company that also u;rakes
fake kidnapping.
Photoshop and other popular
The three were charged with ·
graphics programs.
breach of peace.
- . The platform allows several
'We received a phone call
users to enter an online "room"
from a motorist who notfoed
at the same time and to commusomeone blindfolded and gagged
nicate with one another by typin the car next to her," said
ing mesS!lges that appear ill a
Thomas Trzaskos, a detective
chat wtlldow on each user's
sergeant in the West Hartford
screen. During the virtual .fashPolice Department. "She was
ion show; some of th~ student
alarmed and thought an abducdesigners were on hand to
tion had taken place."
answer questions from online
Another witness reported
visitors.
seeing a man in the car remove a
blindfold and gag, reported .
Cautionary tale
Sergeant
Trzaskos.
The
Syllahus Magazine recent"abductee" approached the witlypublished an article about how ness, saying, "They're going to
the Internet makes it easier for
kill me! They're guingto kill me!"
students taking online courses to
He then asked if the bystander
plagiarize.
- .
planned to do anything.
There's just one problem
Police officers located the
with the article. ¥any of its p_asthree occupants of 't he vehicle in
sages seem themselves to have
a ubiversity building. ·The men
been plagiarized, if only inadVer- · identified . themselves to the
tently.
police as UConn students and
· Michael . Heberling, presisaid they were doing a psychodent of Baker .College's Center
logical experiment to study how for Graduate Studies, found·that
people react to distress.
the 1,600-word · article, which
The students' names are not
appeared May 1 on Syllalms's
listed in area directories, so they
Web site, included about a half could not ·be reached for comdozen passages that were lifted ment.
almost verbatim from an essay of
his own.
-COMPILED BY KRISfAZILIZI
His 3,000-word· text had
been published ill the spring of
2002 in the Online Journal of.
Distance
Learning
·Administration. His ·article .Was
titled "Maintaining Ac~demic
Integrity in Online Education."
'lb Heberling, the similarities were striking'. "Colleges venturing into online education face
a great deal ·of scrutiny among
educators over the question of
academic integrity;" says the
SyllahuS article. That is much
like a sentence of Heberling s:
"Online · education has come ·
under a great deal of scrutiny
over the issue · of academic
integrity."
Another
example:
"However, a strong case can be
made· that it is more difficult for
students to cheat and easier for
educators to detect cheating in
the virtual classroom," says the
Sylla'bus
article..
Says
Heberlings article: ''Ironically, a
strong case can be made that it is
actually harder to cheat online
and that if is also easier to ·
· detect."
The SyUahus piece, titled
"Probing for Piagj.arisin in the
Virtual Classroom," was written
by Lindsey S. Hamlin, a graduat&
research associate at Florida
Atlantic University, and William
12024 Royal Wulff Lane
T. Ryan, an associate professor
Orlando, FL 32817
of international business at
407-277-4007
Florida Atlantic.
-www.universityhouse.com
contacted
Heberling
info.@ uhalafaya.com
Sylla'bus officials and the
authors. Hamiin sent an e-mail
3

We'll

., OnlJ 7·issues-left this summer!

JuA1r1 ·

with staging kidnapping
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If you or a family member has taken Accutane and

is experiendng side effects or has been diagnosed
.with any of the conditions described above, you may
have a claim against .the maker of Accutane.

Call today for more information on your rights
regarding this potentially dangerous drug~

763-6363
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OUR STANCE:

Big Class~s pass economic
·test but fail students
A

tute for classes small enough that teachers-can
recent chronicle ofHigher Education
article higblighted ararity in the rn;Uversity know their students. A teacher who has 30 stu- dents G3J1 engage them on a personal1evel and
world: teachers who like big classes. The
interact with each more than'once in a blue moon.
reason it's rare is obvious. Big classes,
·meaning those in auditoriums with over 100 stuThat conneetion will inspire them to learn. - .
Unfortunately, at schools ].j$e tJCF, there is a
dents, are overwhelming and difficult to manage.
conflict of interest so obvious and yet so unlikely
Anyone who has seen.a bad teacher try to
to be resolved. The Master Plan says UCF will
handle 100, 200 or even 300 students knows what
continue increasing enrollment, and UCF has to
can g0 wrong. The teacher loses the class, and it
pay a lot more to build small classrooms and hire
starts getting noisy. The teacher gets frustrated,
IllOre teach~rs. With less money to work with than
and snaps at the cla8s to calm down. Students
resent the teacher and tune out or just walk away. originally planned, the obvious choice is to sched- Fbr a university in rapid expansion like UCF,
ule more auditorium classes.
On the other end of the issue are overtaxed
the big classes are a perfect solution to growing ·
pains. Stretching tlie student-teacher ratio means · ~ teachers who dread the cavernous classrooms
that will seem increasingiy practical for a school
more money coming in for less money paid to
. instructors. Why pay rn!eachers when one can do with less money and a continued drive to increase
enrollment. Teachers do better.in smaller classes.
the same job, right? _
Though teachers may be paid a bit better for . Students respond better in smaller classes. The
only reason not to bave smaller classes is money.
talkirig to a filled leeture hall, their message has a
· UCF needs to reconslder its reason for being,
better chance of getting lost.
·
to educate, when deciding between having more ·
,
Despite the efforts of a few teaehers talented
.auditorium classes or more regular-sizffil classes.·
enough to handle large classes, there is no.substi.•

Oel\toeratie hopefuls devise
their.platt to topple &ush in 2004.

OUR STANCE:

FCC rule change will

,.
T
-

build more monsters·.
.

he Federal. Communications Commission same music on al.most every FM station in
Orlando, and why we can hear the same music
sent shockwaves through the m~s
in every major city across America.
media industry with its decision fo ease·
-. More frightening than raq.io consolidation
restrictions on ownership of ·television
- stations and newspapers by large media firms
is what faces major cities when the current rule
changes are implemented. Now that t~levision .
Monday. The decision follows a month of public
debatei mostly against the rule changes that ·
stations and newspapers can combine into the
FCC Chairman Michael Powell says will help t~l same company serving the same audien,ce, the
natural result will be a deerease fu the variety
·evision networks survive in a ch.angingworld.
The most notable change allows companies of voices conf;lumers hear.
, -Jo-owri newspapers and television stations in
Before Mondays rule change, ·newspapers
't.P,e same inarket, a previously prohibited prac- _and television stations were legally separated.
tice.
Though they could cooperate with each other,
Bo.th conservative and liberal consumer ·
they couldn't be the same entity. We saw this
,watchdog groups have criticized the proposed
cooperation in Orlando: the Orlando Sentinel
changes, saying Americans will suffer the conand Bright House Networks Channel 13 shar~d
-sequ.ences of the .ctec~sion through decreased
each other's medium, providing each side with
"' competition and·increased consolidation of
the opportunity to reach a broader audience.
· --media outlets.
While sharing the·content, rather than proThe prooft:Q.at this type of change hurts
ducing unique content, the number of news and
entertainment stories pursued decreased.'
·
consrimers is there. As Sen. John.McCain) RAriz., noted,·the 1996 Telecommunications Act
If the Sentinel were to merge with channel
~ that removed the radio station ownership limit
13, it's likely both news outlets would produce
·ol 40 stations irt the nation was supposed to ·
fewer stories. _.
.
· help consumers. The theory wa-s that competiCompounding the problen:i. is another rule
tlon coUld take care ·of the need for programchange that al.lows companies to own enough ming c;liversity.
..
television stations to cover 45 percent of the
A small group of rich radio companies
_American viewing auC,ience. The current limit is
_ .
forced tlie idea into law, and instead of helping . 35 percent.
consumers, it created, a monster.
·
N~tworks like ABC, CBS and NBC can now
One of the rule-o:tiange's backers, Clear
get more c~ntrol over the stations broadcasting
Channel Coinmunications, has since expanded
their coverage by-buying them; theyll al.so get
.its radio' station holdings to over 1,200, making
more control over the content Americans see.
it .five times larger than its closest competitor,
Imagine a world where the television net.and allowing it to homogenize content across
works have even more control over content than
they do already. Combine that with ownership of
-t~e coµn~ including in the Orlando market.
~ {" Combiried with its live entertainment oper- .
the best voice in townJor hard journalism, the
. .ajj.ons, Clear Channel has taken control of the
newspaper. Now make the stories pushed by the
; music promotioii business and ~losed off smallnetwork- the top stories at your local. newspaper:
time artists to .airpiay. -This is why we.hear the
~ow ask yoUTself, is the public better ser\red?

"The.trouble w.ith the world is that the stupid people·are
.coGksure and-the _int.elligent are full of doubt.'_
'
. ."-B:E~TRAND RUSSELL

.

Amisguided analysis of the 'Matrix Reloaded'
I just felt it necessary to comment on some of
the inaccurate information not caught in Mike Riajel's
opinion, "Matrix unloaded," published May 28. ·
I am but a 'mere moviegoer, obviously much
less intelligent than Mr. Ri~e[ yet even Ican see what
he does not First of all. hi ·statement of box office cash
is.a little off.
True, 'The Matrix" did have a seven-day total of
around $157 million, but that is not the most for any
film ever. It is, however, the most for any R-rated film
ever. Yet it still falls short of topping the list for all
movies. .
_
'The Matrix" sequel cracked the $200 million
mark in 11 days. mvarfed only by the top movie of last
year - "Spiderman," which hit $200 million in only
nine days.
· Second, to state that Wachowski has "lost his
ability to insert an intelligent story line" is a complete
fallacy.The Matrix story was wnuen in its entirety when
the first movie came out.
The sequels we~e dependent on. the box-office
sho~ing of the original movie, which was the best for

an R-rated movie for the time at abou·t $171 million.
Now that title is passed along to '1he Matrix
Reloaded." The story does not lack involvement, either,
but for the uneducated viewer, the movie may come
across as lacking.
_ . Many people decided· that . '.'.The Matri.x
Reloaded" was just a nice show of explosions and "bullet-time." without ever taking the time to notice the
countless scenes where face-capture technology was
put to use, integrat.ing live action·and computer-generated·stunts.
Attac~ing Wachowski's writing intl'grity ~use
of hi? personal problems is a low blow, and in the end,
Riegel is wro~g on several accounts. Ido realize. being
that this letter is so long, it-will probably never grace
the pages of The future. but my name has been in this
P.aper before, so Iwill not be too put off.
In conclusion... get a due, Ril'gel. .
-CRA/6 BROOKS ·

M.ideast lff!•ce Will came when terrorism ends
I found the article "Violence ·mires followers of -Arafat walked away - are only tw°' such examples. ·
peace road map" by Patricia Xavier, as.well as the ediThe road map to peace contains several steps
torial "Peace map has potential to work;' both pub- that are crucial in order for -Palestine and Israel to
lished .May 28. very disturbing. Both tried to push the - ~acefully exist side by side. However, progress cannot
failure of past Mideast peace processes on Israel, as if · be made until the terror stops. ·
Israel is the one blowing up buses, restaurants, shopIsrael, like the United States, is on nonstant .
ping malls and nightclubs full of civilians
war against terrorism. W.e should nbt' hold Israel to a .·
In accepting the road map, Israel is putting a higher standard than we hold ourselves. Terrorism is
lot on the line, and security is its largest concern. To this the main obstade that jeopardizes any chance at
day, Palestinian children are being · taught hate in peace.
.· ·
schools and at so-called summer camps. ,
· ..
· Several changes rieed to occur before there can
How can Israel accept any peace plan when their be serious discussion between Ariel Sharon and new
~ _civilians are-being blown up and Jiving in fear day to
Palestinian Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas. Israel
. day? It is ridiculous to ask a country to 1talk about wants nothing· more than peace and has for decades .
·peace when it is under constant attack
.Hopefully, Abbas will step up to the challenge and tarn·
Need we be reminded that Israel has·come to out to be a real leader for the Palestinian people. ·
'the bargaining table on several occasions only to be
slapped in the face? The Oslo Accords and the Camp
_.NOAH SAPOSNIK
David offer in 2000 - when former President Vasser
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Board ofGpvernors
eek/irate worst idea ever
MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF WRITER

. This would be a bigger
waste of tinie than Al Gore running for president" again. ·
·TJ;lls would be ~bigger
waste of paper than Tom
Green' s "script" for "Freddy
Got Fingered:" ·
·
, . This would be a bigger
waste of cash than taking a
bllilch of money and doing
something crazy to waste it.
(Sorry, I always run out .of outlandish comparisons after I
come up with two. It's a rare ·
degenerative disease found in
self-important college oolum- __
nists. )- Of course I'm referring to
tlie Florida Board of
Governors' plan to make eollege students take a standardized test in order to find out
how much they've learned.
Under the proposal, students would take a test just
before they atte:Q.d college, and
- then another test before graduation to see how much they've
learned: The resµlts wouldn't
affect a student's graduation,
but it would affect the amount
of funding UCF and the state's
10 Q.ther public-universities '
would r.ec~ive. It's basically the
FCAT on Prozac.
Let me be one of i:h.e first ·
' to say,thafl'd_rather eat dirt
than take this test. Never mind
my fondness for soil and soilrelated products, this is.a
dreadful idea disguised as ~
heartfelt a~empt to improve
higher education.
The Board of Governors;
whose members were appointed by Gov. Jeb Bush, ratiOnal~
ized this test by claiming it will
hold public universities
accountable for the money they
receive from taxes.
· One member, Steve
Uhlfelder, was quoted as saying, "Did-we.make any difference in these children's lives?" ·
It seems Steve and his
buddies oh the Board haven't
set foot on a college campus in
. quite some .time, because if .
they had, they would know that
you can't find too many clilldren in college c~assrooms that's because an overwhelmjng majority of people attending college are adults. .
· We're not children, Steve.And if you really want to get
· technical, we pay for the classes we attend; unlike those poor
children who have to take the
FCAT.
'
_·Even if this test was
imp.osed upon college students,
it would be woi;hless and end ·
_up doing more harm than good.
The point of attending a uni- versity is to narrow your focus
of study to a particular major
and become an expert in that
field.
_
'
·
'ti•
1Wouldn't it then be counterproductive to give someone
a standardized test that covers
several different disciplines?
I kn,ow that ·during my first
two years I was forced to take

several math and science, classes, but I've spent the last
couple of years avoiding tpem .
like Justin Timberlake's latest
album.
I hate to point this out to
officials throughout our great state, but there is already a litmus test for how much. a per- ·
son learns in college__: it's
called.the real world.
-The students who learn a
lot normally get jobs and
·become productive members of
society; the others continue playj.ng video games while savjng money to attend the next .
Adam Sandler movie.
But.let's expose this test-:
ing npnsense. for exactly what
it is -:- a politically and economically-motivated measure
that does nothing to help
Florida's universities.
It's a convenient way for
Gov. Bush to say that he's
devoting money toward
improving education in Florida.
·But what he's really doing is
t3.king the same amouri.t of ·
' money and dividing it.unevenly
so as to "reward" a university
that does well on some standardized test that has
absolutely no connection to a
practical college education. _ Since this college FCAT'
idea is such ·a dismal failure,
I'd like to propose my own
solution. Let's have assigned
lunch periods for everyone, allow seniors to leave campus ~ ·
once a·month during lunch
tiriie, and force UCF administrators to call our parents each
time we miss a class.
If we're not going to be
trusted as adtilts, then why
- should we be treated as such?
I'll tell you why - because
this is the way of the world.
Once we leave high school and
enter college, we get to do our·
own thing: That's the way it
was when·Big Daddy George
H.W Bush paid for little Jeb's
educatio,n, and that's the way it
should be.
I re~e that tax dollars
are at stake, and people waut
to see that their money is accomplishing something. ·
But believe it or not, I pay
taxes, too. Some of my hardearned cash goes toward' ,
Social Security, but do I go to
nursing homes and demand
that old people wash my car·
and fold my laundry? Of course
I do. Grandma and grandpa
· better not mess with my
money.
There's only one proposal
for a standardized test that I
would even consider accepting.
- The test should be optional~
and anyone stupid enough to
sign up for it shollid automati~y be denied their. degree.
One of the most basic
· skills students learn in college
is how-to avoid tests. If you volunteer for one, then you shoWd
be sent back to freshman composition to start over.
After all, rm tha bestest ·
one two judge how much I ,
learnt in college. -

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT ID ON PICKUP/CARRl our

BUY-. 20 W-INGS ·
& JUMBO

FRIES,

RECEIVE 10 WINGS
~

. \.

•

10 8/o OFF ANY ITEM

407-482-1900
12090 Collegiate Woy • (ollegjcite Square • Behind Applebee's
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FROM. THE SPORTS DESK

.Baseball
season
through,
Bear-not
ASHLEY BURNS
STAFF WRITER

PAUL CHAPMAN I CFF

The Lightweight 8+ crew team finished third at the prestigious Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia, a competition whose trophy is named for retiring UCF Head Coach Dennis Kam rad.
.

I

·Legendary .crew coach
leaves team near the tQp
did well. .There -were lots
the national rankings. Heading into the Dad
of freshmen and sophoVail Regatta, the women were ranked seventh in the U.S. Rowing Collegi~te Women's
mores this year, and obviLightweight 8 Poll.
The Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia is .ously with this ki.Ild of
the biggest event in women's rowing each showing we're going to
Yet even with tl!.at regatta's champiyear, and one that teams across the country try to go out next year
onship trophy named in his honor, Kamrad
strive to win.
and win it."
remains as modest a:s ever.
It also serves as an annual recognition .
Earlier in the . sea. He takes pride and pleasure in his
of the accomplishments of UCF Head Coach son, the Knights defendaccomplishments, but after each win he
would immediately begin looking forward to
Dennis Kamrad, for whom the event's cele- " ed their six consecutive
the next year. ·He attributes his success not to
brated Kamrad.Tropby is named and whose Florida Intercollegiate
teams have won 17 titles at Dad Vail.
Rowing
Association
himself, but to the people around him.
''I'm ·proud of the kids,;· said Kamrad.
.Thus, .for UCF, -this year's regatta 'had championships by adding a se~enth, finishspecial meaning, because it would be the last ing first in the Varsity and Junior Varsity 8 +, "I'm proud of the staff and the direction that ,
in Kamr~d's 30-year coaching career at the as well as first and second in the Varsity things are going. I think right now this staff is
going to take it to another level."
university. He retired at the .end of the sea- · Lightweight 4 + .
son, · and the t~am wanted to bring the
As for next season, Kamrad stated,
Kamrad has not only brought irreplace"We've got a good ·squad and we're looking able experience and dedication to UCF, but
Kamrad Trophy home one last time for him.
They facetl plenty of competition. This forward to next year. As is true in all sports, - also to the Central Florida conimunity.
year the regatta attracted 4i entrants in the we're taking inventory both physically and
He has had a hand in 'starting numerous
Varsity 8+ event alone.
.
· mentally to figure out where we're headed high school programs ip. the area, as well as
As .it turned out UCF didn't Win the tro- for next year."
- the Florida Athletic Club and -the Orlando
·phy, but the team did place third behind
Kamrad's success as a coach is evident Rqwing Club. These clubs also have gone on
Bucknell · _and Purdue, which finished first · in the long record of accomplishments by his to win national events, including the_Head of
and second, respectively.
teams. Each year tJCF competes in a presti- the Charles, the Canadian Henley, FISA
In .their third-place -fini.sh, · the Knights' gious conference with the likes of Villanova, Veterans and Masters Nationals.
LightWeight 8+ crew came in with a time of 7 Harvard and Purdue. UCF currently is
As the Kamrad era comes te an end, the
minutes, 4.6 seconds.
ranked as one of the top rowing teams in the members of this year's rowing team . will
"It's a:very young squad and t!;lat's been countcy
·
· know they were the last to ·be coached by a
our theme throughout," said First Assistant
This year the Knights spent the seas<:m . legend who will be forever· remembered at
Coach Victoria Suinm.erfield. '.'They really · fluctuating between seventh and eighth in UCF.
ME.GAN. RENTZ

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Another dodgebaU s~3son begins ·with controvCrsy
~

enter the dodgeball arena.
and accumulating 1-,035 overall every Thursday morning on the
intramural sports Web sitt,:i,
Sigma. Chi was back with ~ points. ·
new faces to try and take its third ·
But, al:inost as controversial · www.imsports.ucf.edu
dodgeball championship. - Sigma as FSU playing Oklahoma in the
-chi (8-1) .took out Kappa Sigma 2001 Orange_Bowl due to their
IM Sports Corner
(7-2), Outlawz (2-7), and _Dodge .. BCS r~g over Miami, Sigma .
-presented by
This (1-8) to earn 1,005 points the Chi is still in first place .with
. first night. Teams play a three- fewer overall points but a better
game series each night against · record and poll . ranking. The
three different opponents.·
- Dodgeball Championship S.eries
J:ULIE REEVES
Even
with
Kappa·
Sigma's
takes ~to account . a computer ·
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
RISTORANTE & Pl~ZERIA
loss to Sigma Chi, the Sjgs set a formlila, apoll voted on by inti:a407-282-4000 • Across from UCF .
Wednesday nights are when · dodgeball record by defeating mural supervisors, and strength
Open l lam-4am
the true intramural participants Docige This in 21 seconds, rack- of schedule. The DQS. and its
(l lam-2a.ID Sun-Wed)
_ break ~u~ . of. their cages and . · ~g up 475 points. in that match celebritY analysis is released ·
FREE DEUVERY! '

·. ~

Ryan Bear was undoubtedly
. the MVP for UCF baseball this
season, despite the team's wooful
record. ·
-The 'right fielder, already
named to the Atlantic Sun
Conference First Team, recently
was- named to the Verizon
Academic All-America Team.
Bear is one of only 11 players in
the nation to receive this honor.
Bear started every game this :
season for the Knights while
increasing· his batting average ~
full 100 points from the previous
year. .
· Bear received the honor not
only for his-team leading .390 batting average, but also for his 3. 72
GPA -The management graduate
became the second student athlete . to receive the First Team
honor, joining Chad Ehrnsberger,
who earned his bid fn 2001. Matt
LuboZynSki was µamed to the
Verizon Second Team in 1997.

Track and field strong
at regional, despite !oss
- Hot on the heels of their
fourth consecutive Atlantic Sun
Conference championship, the.
women's track and field team was
ready to attack at the NC.AA East
regioriaI this past Saturda;Y- .
Senior Kelly Roloff, sophomore Ann Larsen, and freshman
standout Andrea Morrow represented the Knights at the inaugu. ral event. Roloff and Larsen comp~ted i(l the high jump, but neither
was able to qualify, finishing 18th
,
and 12th, respectively.
Morrow, UCF's star .steeplechase runner, earned a time of
11:08.84, ten seconqs off her
school best 10:58.92. Morrow finished 22 of 30 in the event, failing
. to qualify as well
· Despite the loss at East
Regional, Morrow achiev~ great
success iii her first season in the
steeplechase event. Morrow, originally a cross country runner, was
selected by Head Coach Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth to compet~. in
t:ne. steeplechase. . ·
Prior to · · the Regional,
Morrow
set
the . A-Sun
·Championship record with her
10:58.92 tinie, as w~ll as breaking
her o.wn UCF record She also fin- ..
i.Shed fourth place at the Florid.a .
. Relays back in March, otily -the
second time that she competed in
theevent. _
·
The. Knights also ran · into
trouble at the Georgia Tech
Invitational earlier in May, as
Larsen was the only UCF competitor to crack the top 10 in her
event.
PLEASE SEE

Junior ON 13
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Junior cOUeges prove
helpful for recniitµient

..(.

12 '

·. ..'.

· ~ ·an assistant coach at ·
.
Stetson, Schneider helWd lead
ThH loss at the East the Hatters to a . school-best 22
Regional ends yet another spec:- ' wins-m -2000-01. Schneider also
. tacular season for the women's . worke~l· V{ith recruiti.Ilg at the
track and.field team,
· University of South Florida,
·where. she ·helped the recent
Winning ways.help
Bulls recruitmg class .receive UCF recru.itment
national recognition.
While the football team·has
The Knights. won the 2002- ·
already taken huge steps acquif- . 03 regular .season A-Sun title.
ing such talent as quarterback
·· Steven Moffett and tailback Ron Major-league dreams
Willia.II1$, UCF's other programs for UCF .players · .
are doing the same.
'Woking to join the likes of·
· . Men's cross oountry looks to last year's Justin Pope.and Jason
improve from this year's ·fifth- Arnald, three UCF graduates are .,
place finish at the Atlantic Sun. anticipating their selection in
Championship with the. addition Tuesday's
Major
League
_ of tWo strong middle ·distance .Baseball drfilt.
runners.
. .Pitchers Mark MichaeI and
· UCF has receiv~ natiop.al Von 'David. S,tertzbach ~d. right ·
letters of intent from twin broth- fielder Ryfil!. Bear have made the
ers Ryan and Brent White. Ryan top 100 pi Baseball America's
finished second in the 1,600 ·'Thp. Prospect List for F1orida. ,
meters and third in the 800 at this ·
Despite inconsistent ·run year's regional championships, supp0rt, Michael had a relatively
while Brent finished fourth in tlie successful season. As one half of
.1,600 and sixth in the 3~00.
the Saturday doubleheader tanMen' s basketball Head -'. dem;. the right-:hander led the
Coach Kirk Speraw has been Knights' pitCbing staff with a 3.13
looking to the junior college cir- ERA in 2003. With a 7-6 record in
cuit to.. fill his . team's holes for 2003, Michael brings his career
next ~n and it apparently -record to 14-10. The workhorse,
- has.paid off.
who Wa.s chosen as the No. 56
WitJl the departure of . player·in F1oriclli., also threw five
guards Ray Abellard and Marius complete games this past season.
Boyd, Speraw recently signed the ·
'-, Stertzbach will . enter the
players that he .wanted. Gary draft as the ·63rd-best player in
Johilsoii ·and· Kingsley Edwards F1orida. Desp#.e splitting time
will be two new faces for . the- between the bullpen and the
, Knights in the fall that will have . starting role, Stertzbach averan immediate impact.
aged close to seven illnings
Johnson led his team at pitched per start. St~rtzbach' s off
Schooleraft CommuniJy College pe~ormance in 2003 is uncharacto 30-2.record for the 2002-03 . teristic of his· abilities, as recpgseason, averaging 8. 7 points and nized by Baseball America. He
6.5 assists per game. In his · finished.his .career ranked 6th allcareer as an.Ocelot; Johnson won time at UCF in strikeouts with
two MCCAA titles w;ith a 65-3 · 231.
/ - Bear's hot streM of awards
record.
Edwards averaged 16. i collid get even better asBasebrill
pointS per game at Monroe - America ranked him 68th in the
Community College in N~ York state. Bearwas the Knights' most
_, He helped his school finish fifth reliable hitter during the season,
-·overall in the National Junior evidenced by his 19-game hitting
College Athletic ~sociation tour- streak. Having to spli,t time
nament. .
between his natural position. in
Johnson and-Edwards will ,right field and first .base, B~
be joined -on the court by UQF's turned in a respectable .983 fieldother signees, f91W&l'ds Marcus . ing percentage to prove that h<:
· Avant and Joshua Peppers. ·
. was no slouch withthe leather as
The women;s basketball well
program ha.5 gone a differe11t
Should these three be draftroute -in recruiting, looking 'to ·. ed, they.would join the 16 active
build 0n the already successful former Knights in Major League
coaching staff. The Knights Baseball, including Afnold with
.. recently hired Jennifer Schneider the Toronto Blue Jays, Pope with ..
as assistant coach and reeruiting the St. Louis Cardinals, and Mike
coordinator.
· Maroth with the DetJ:oit 'JJgers.
FROM PAGE
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Pitcher Von
David
.Stertzbach · finished his
ucrcareer
with a 12-6
record and ·
will enter .
Tuesday's /
draft as the
63rd-best
player.in
Florida.

FREE Car·Wash with
Oil Change!·
Jus~ off _'the corner of
University a~d Goldenrod. .

· Open: ·
.·MOD-Fri ·B-7 p.m.
sat-Sun B-6-p.m.
~
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m·c::

East Colonial Drive
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We ate thejiffy Lube Franchise of the Year~
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Jiffv lube signature oil change
.~ Change oil with .
' • Check &fill transmisPennzoil (up to 5 quart~ . sion I transaxel fluid
• Install new oil filter
• Check & fill • Check air filter
differenti.al fluid
• Check wiper blades
• Check & fill power
•Vacuum interior floors
stee.ring fluid
_• Wash exterior
' • Check &fill windshield
washer fluid
windows
.
·
•
Check & fill' battery
·• Check brake...
fluid level
- as required
• Lubricate chassis
• Inflate tires to
as required
proper pressure
\

.

Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

.---·- - - -·- - - -·-- -----------

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. CoupoA must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles .
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·Days ·a_

week
Highlights" of the
cultural calendar

..

Ride away in new wheels'

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Wednesday, June 4
Career Workshops at UCF
The Career Resource Cente~ -presents
.two workshops that could make or
break your career: a "Resume and
Cover Letter Workshop" at 10 a.m.
·and a' "Job Search Strategies
Workshop" ar11 a.m. The workshops
are free and will be held in the
Student Resource Center. Room 185;
407-823-2361.

I

Thursday, June 5
'First Thursdays:-Oelish the Edible'
Hosted by the Orlando Museum of
Mt's "First Thursdays" series. guests
have a chance to drool over "Delish
the Edible,'' an exhibit: of paintings ·"
tnat blatantly celebrates the joy of
eating. From 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. at 2416
N. Mills Ave.; $7. -free parking at
·Orlando Loch Haven Park; 407-8964231, ext. 256.

Friday, June 6
Amber in concert
In celebration of Gay Days. dance
artist Amber perfqrms at the
Parliament House: Amber is touring
to promote her latest release,
"Naked." The event also includes a
foam party. porn stars and live DJs.
Doors open at 7.p.m. at 410 N.
Orange Blossom ·Trail; 18 and up; $25;
407-425-7571..

Saturday, June 7
Third Eye Blind at Hard Rock Live
Alternative rockers.Third Eye Blind
p·erform as part of Hard Rock Live's
taped MTV concert series. Musician
·Josh Kelly also performs.-Doors open
at 8 p.m .. show starts at 9 p,m.: 18
and up; $10: 407-839-3900.

Sunday, June 8
'Is There Life After High School?'
The UCF Conservatory Theatre presents
crmusical that romanticizes the awkwardness and exuberance of high
school. directed by Jim Brown. "Is
ihere Life after High School?" plays at
2 p.m: on Stage .One in the UCF
Theater. Tickets are -$6 for students
with a UCF ID. $10 for all others; call
the UCF ticket center at 407-823-1500.

Monday, June 9.
'Hank Flag' at House of Blues
Rock group Rollins Band performs· ·
131ack Flag Songs at Downtown
Disney's Hous~ of Blues to raise public awareness and fi,mding for the
West Memphis Three: three young
men who have been in jail since 1993
with.out ever receiving a fair trial.
·Musician Keith Morris also performs.
Doors open at 7 p.m.. show at 8
p.m.; tickets are $15, $18 day of show;
407-934-2583.

Tuesday, june 10
Bingo Night
.
Bingo night takes-pl_ace every Tliesilay
at One-Eyed Jack's, fe?turing $8 buckets of Miller High Life and complimentary corndogs and doughnuts.
Prizes range from rubber chickens
and sex toys to-concert dckets and
cash. Admission is free and includes
one bingo card; after that. the cost is
$1 per card. Bingo starts at 10 p.m. at
15 N. Orange Ave.: 21 and·up: 407648-2050.

-Wednesday, June 11 'Name your God' art exhibit
The downtown Garp Gallery hosts
"Name Your God,'' an art exhibit that
explores the questions and rituals
surrounding human habit. ritual and
belief. The exhibit is open from 12
p.m. to 8 p.m_at 55 W. Church Street:
free: 407-841-4277.

One student's journey to find a dependable used Car
. cles.
newcar.
While Thomson may receive the
On~ she decides the vehicle's
highest possible price for her used worth, she can advertise it on
sites,
such
as
Junior Laura Thomson does not car by selling it herself, she is also Internet
' have time to analyze why b.er cur.rent · accountable for the expenses and .Carmarket.com and Autotrader.com,
car keeps breaking down. All she responsibilities in preparation for the as well as in newspaper classifieds
knows is that she needs .a new car, car sale.
and trader magaii.nes.
and fast. Her mission - to buy t\.11 ·
She has to assess the VE:)hicle's
The more places she adverti$es
affordable, reliable automobile within current condition and find out the ~er automobile, the quicker it is likely
two weeks.
cost of the repairs she needs to make. to sell. . ·
'fl do not have a specific car in
By looking for cars that are sim"I'm trying to wait untU I find a
mind," Thomson, 21, said. "I would ilar to.hers in make, modeL age and car that i'm extremely interested in
just like one that is dependable and · mileage in the local . classifieds, -before I advertise mine," she said. "I
,doesn't give me too many problems." Thomson learns how much a car don't want to sell mine before I buy
.Thomson iS like many college GQmparable to hers sells for and ·can one and be without a car."
students, in desperate need of a new put a realistic price tag on her vehicle.
Once the ads·are run, it~ impor'car, but unsure how to pW'chase one. ·
She also researches the Kelley tant to set aside some time each day
She intends on sellirig her '91 · Blue Book homepage, www.kbb.com, to return phone calls and arrange
Dodge · privately and will use the which pf9vides both the trade-in and appointments to show the car.
After she finally negutiates a
money as a qown .-payment on her suggested retail values for all vehiTRINA PRIORE

CONTRIBUTING.wRrrnR

Web site offers summer travel tips
CollegesAFE~com ·

·provides resout:ce
for~travel_safety _
.KATRINA HAMMER
· STAFF WRITER

· Summertime is fllally here and
thousands of college students are
looking forward to a well-deserved
vacation. Many students decide to
~~ and d~pending on their d~sti
natioii;'-oortain safety issues must be
considered, especially. when vaca:..
tioning abroad.
After the attacks of Sept. -11 and
the continuing hostilities in the
· Middle East, American students
mU:st be especially careful:
To make planning and vacationing a rewarding and sate experi-

ence, CollegeSAFE.com. provides
stlldents with an excellent resoW'ce
for general travel safety tips.
The Web site offers visitors a
link to its "Student Travel Safety
Guide," which lists information
: about safe iirMng trips, safe beach
trips and other generalized travel
precautions.
·
Main StJ:eet Safety, the parent
company of CollegeSAFE.com, is
located in ..Prlando and can provide
students with safety tips or
resoW'ces, self-defense training and
safety products. Tamara Babich, a
representative for Main Street
Safety, recommends foiir priorities
to consider before and during a trip
away from home.
- First, students should alert
friends and family about where they
are going and where they are staying. Travelers should also check-in
with friends and family periodically.

deal with a buyer and has the cash in
hand, the final step is to transfer the
vehicle's title and registration to the
new owner and cancel the insurance
on her old vehicle.
Thomson· is still liable for any
accidents or tickets that her old automobile is involved in while her·nam.e
is on the vehicle's registration.
While Thomson is willing to put
in the extra work and time involved in
selling her own car, trading in an old .
car is a·more convenient.and attractive option for most college studentS.'
- "First time buyers may want to
trade irrtheir vehicles rather tlien sell
them on - their own," Fbrd Car
Pr.EA.SE SEE

Research oN 16

Check out these
.important links
for information
on safe travel:

Second, always research the destination so as to avoid certain neigh-'
borhoods and areas if necessary.
Third, stay close to a trusted friend,
· especially at night: Lastly, and most
www.collegesafe.com/travel
importantly, be alert at all times.
provides a travel guide with infonnation on
The vacation destination :i;nust
·safety during a variety of trips and how to
also be considered when planning ~ prepare for and have a~fe vacation.
for a safe trip. The U.S. Department
of State has issued a Worldwide
travel.state.gov/travel_warnings.html
Caution that asks Americans to be
to find infonnation about any country in the
· careful while overseas. The public , world and to also read travel warnings and
·announcement is being ·issued to . public announcements that pertain to 'the
remind U.S. citizens of the continucountry.
ing threat of terrorist actions,·par, ticularly from . tensions remaining
travetstate.gov/studentinfo.ht.ml
from tlie events iil Iraq.
provides infonnation about student travel
·The Worldwide Caution public
and a variety of links to other resources.
announcement expires o1l Sept. 20,
2003.
.
www.joiimeyw0man.com/ccc/defaulthtml
The State Department also
infonns women what to wear in different
maintains a Web database that can
countries to avoid harassment, stares and
molestation.
t
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·classes ·_
., startingsoon!
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· HAIRDRESSING SALON

.
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:10% Student Discount on cuts ·
With Valid Student ID ·

s·pecializing_in:

LSAT: <;:lass~s· begin Sunday, July 13, 2003

,

.· ~ GMAT:- Cl~sses begin Thursday, August 21:,-2003
GRE·: Classes begin Tuesday, August 26, 2003
. MCAT: Classes ·iJegin .Wednesday, October 8_
, 2003 ~

.

· · ._ Cuts from da$sic to funky
. Colors _& per.ms _
Foils, highlights, low light$ ·
· Formal .st lig,g ~for special occasions
< Relaxers
. facia~ waxing
. Ear pi~rcing

DAT: ~lasses begin Tuesday, ·August 26, 2003·
,

'

Call or vis.i t us online today' to enroll. ,

.

KAPLAN
"1-aoo--KA.P·TEST ·
-.kaptest.c9m ·._
• Test

t!l

0

~

n~mes are regis,tered trademarl<s of their respective owners.

~

N

· Why :Choose Tivoli· Apartments?
Here~ s- what
.
..

~

"Very
spacious
apartments
and balconies"

residents have to say...
,

.

.

..

"I can ride my
bike to class"

::-

"Very Vv'.ellniaintained"

" Tiv.ol i =l lov if'

--------------:-i .

"The
. people are
_friendly in
the office
(and
st9yed that
way after

TOP
TO
. REASONS
. LIVE AT TIVOLI ·I
1

... · Location• _Pric·e •Size• Friendly~ Ample .Parking
.-_ Cable & Ethernet Included:• Exc·e llent Amenities

~ move-in)"

~.

I
I

'
"Great
location.
distance .
to UCF"

"Quieter area"

b:;~;~~~,

._So, what are you waiting for? ·

:~~::~; , ]]VOLi IS GIVING YOU _·$750
-

]Jle De_g_!.;_

"Affordable
·price"

·"Price,
. location .
quality"

.

'F YOU RENl ONE O~ OUR 3-BEDROOM APARTMENT-HOMES
FOR THIS FALL WE GIVE YOU $750 DOLLARS
,

The Catch:

"Rent
includes
ethernet
and cable"

·

~

None. You don't ev~n haye to bring in this ad, we know _· -.
.. ' what our special is and we want to giv~ it to you! *
"Management
cares about
us"

·..Tivoli Apartments
1/2 mile .east of Alafaya
· -o.n McCulloch· Road
.

'

· 321-765~1111

~

*$750 per NEW le_ase only.
Offer expires June 15; 2003.
**Based on actual resident
survey. Photographs are
no~ actual residents:- -

"Pl~nty of
parking-no
towing"

....;;_

The .Central Florida Future• June 4~ 2003
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Res~arch relia~ility and pricing online
and 'in magazines before Ouyitig or se~g
FROM PAGE
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,.. ' Salesman J~es Faircloth said
"Sometimes · more - Jil.Oney can
90me out of it, but either way it's
more -comfortable than selling to
strangers."
'
. Students are not forced to
repair, advertise or -arrange testdrives if they trade in old vehicles.
· Ultimately, the trade-in value
· i.S deducted from the price of the
. new car the student plans to purchase.. Now all of Thomson's
research revolves around. which .
-type of vehicle she wishes to buy
and where she intends to buy it.
Ron Johnson, director of esales for Holler Honda Orlando,
s¢9. that while cars Can be cheaper at roadside lots, the safety haz- - ards outweigh the cost difference.
"Cars at the dealership are ·
required to go through safety
inspections," he said.
then leasing," Johnson said. "It
Students researching used -, may seem like you are paying
cars ~check annual auto guides more money, but you will eventualand ratings in Consumer Reports ly have ·an end to the cycle. When
magazines, as well as looking at you lease, the payment cycle is
the Kelley Blue Book hom~page to riever-ending.''
·.determine pricing, before visiting
More and more auto manucar lots.
facturers are offering college stu"[A] benefit of getting a used dents like Thomson discount
car through a deale~ship is all cars incentives and rebate programs to
come with a warranty of some ease the oveIWhelming expense of
kind," Johnson said. "Certified purchasing a car for the fh1;t time.
cars generally provide longer warToyota offers a· College
. ranties than if you were to pur- Graduate Rebate Program with
chase them elsewhere. "
$400 cash Qac}{. no money down
AutoTrader.c6m agreed that financing, a 90-day deferred _paybuying a certified pre-owned vehi- ment .when financing, a waived
cle allows extended warranties security deposit and free one-year
.and gives the buyer a peace ,of . roadside assistance.·
rillnci, for the fraction of the price of ·
Honda and Acura created a
a brand new car.
program that offers affordable
Thomson compares the credit terms on all new and manu.prices and warranty values for a . facturer-certified used vehicles.
used Honda Civic at several loCal Fbrd gives a $400 cash_ bonus to
dealerships. .
students toward new cars or
. Prices can change draStlcally sports utility· vehicles and a 120from dealership to generic lots, so day deferred payment.
research and trial-and-error visits
.•. With many different warranty
are necessary for it. sate and hon- . and financing options to choose
est car-buying experience.
from, Thomson jVill spend a few
Thomson must also consider · days making a tough decision that ·
the benefits of l~asing versus should bring her years of. worryfinancing and the many discount free travel.
incentives available only to college
"This experience has· been
students.
.
such . a long, tiresome process.
Both leasing and financing · There!s so much t:U:r,.e, effort and
require -~ student to make monthly
research that g0es into looking for
1,
payment~, but the tw<;> are very dita car," Thomson said.
ferent. Leasing is )jke renting - car payments are made, but when
the .lease·is up, the car is taken ·
back to the dealership. -H something on the car iS qamaged, there
.
are penalty charges.
Fipancmg is almost tlie same
. as' borrowing a -loan to pay for a ,
, car overrfune. But by the time the
car is p3.id off, the interest: has
driven the end cost higher than if
·the~ Was purchased in full. ~ '
"College· students ar~ better
off purchasing or financing a car

'.:'.'_llJ~·•t s!_nice ava~,---·_.

\ _How to deal_·
with arnr dealer·
Haggling is essential, or you'll pay
more than you really need.to. And
then you'll 1pay interest on that
higher price.
If you don't see exactly what you
wanton a new car lot, consider .
ordering it _This.may take time, but
at least you'll paying for what you
want and not paying for extras the
salesperson talked you into.
N"egoiate for a price, not a monthly •
payment. Price first, then payments.
Don't pay for things you don't have
to pay for such s delivery, promotion, _handling, sales·or floor _
charges. Turn down fancy extras like
rust proofing.and pin striping.
They're expensive and you don't ne~
them.
Awaranty is an 'important_part of
what you are about to buy; a significant factor in assessing.the total
value and total price of the dea.I.
Warranties are billed separately, so
they cannot be built into monthly ·
bank loans. .

•

Features
•Personals
-• Rate Student's
Pictures
• Share Pictures;
· Sounds, -and
Videos
• Event Calendar
• Rate .Professors
• Rate Courses

'l_

I

i.

Student Polls .- • Homework Help

i~e;~"~"!li~?.W.:~4~~!~.'.:"' •

i

~Discussion Board
• ~ Local Hotspots·

•News
·•.Classifieds

_~ttp:/~wW~.UCFStudents.coin' )

Source: bankrate.com
.. '

·Tcinrling :palon··
VOTED BEST BURG.I ll.
. 1000/o Angus Beef

. _25¢ ·Wings
6-7:30 p.m. Mondays!
.
,,.-.
Happy.Hou~ , ·,_
_5·8 ,p.m. Fridays·and Saturdays!
$1 Domestic Beers.and 2 for 1 )\fells

, Co_me try.our Charbroih1d
· .· Chicken Sandwiches
11556 University Blvd.
(407) 736~0040

. Pool Tables, Dart Boards, and
· Full" Liquor Bar

• State-of-the-Art ETS 1O & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
° Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis

Lakes

Waterford
Towri. Center
1
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002

www.planetbeach-fom
Ir---------------------------------------------------~
"

!3 FREESESSIONS
. .
Must present coupon. First-~ime guest Ohe per cu~tomer..-Local residents only._

. if
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lated as precipitating factors for ·
this disorder. Also,. improper
footwear s~ppocling the plantar
arch and the types of surfaces jog- ·_
gers run on may .be ·contributing .
factors.
If the foot l}urts, the best
treatment is to rest the foot. If
eicercise. is to be maintained, it
should be non-weight bearing
exercise such as swimming and
cycling.
· In addition, rest and application of ice or ice massage will
reduce pain secondary to inflam· Dr. Francis Karcsh ·
mation.
Anti-inflammatory
UCF Student Health Servkes
~nts like ibuprofen (Advil) or
· Aleve in the appropriate dos~
Q. f have pain in my foot, and frequency are helpful "It is . ·
espectally at the heel bone, mUlr important. to evaluate your
sow, and near ·the toes. lVhat footwear. It.may be necessary to
can fJe causing this?
insert heel pads or other arch sup- .
port to cushion the foot from .
A ~ You may be one of qver 6
repetitive ·activity. Orthotics are
million new cases of plantar fasci- individually fitted and designed
itis (heeJ spur syndrome); the appJ.4mces that are inserted into
most common cause of heel pain. . footwear to support the plantar
· The plantar fascia js a,. thick arch and foot. There are specific
· fibrous material on the bottom of_ exercises that stretch the plantar
the foot that is attached to the heel fascia and eventually strengthen
bone and fans fmward toward the the. muscles. of the foot to better
toes and maintains the arch of the support tlie foot.
fOQt.
Usually conservative treatThe m~t common cause of ment will resolve plantar fasciitis this syndrome is repetitiVe activity with surgery to release the fascia
involving the foot that occurs with being considered- a last resort.
weight-bearing sports like run- The health providers at · the
ning, jogging and walking. Student Health Center are availObesity and foot deformities such· able to answer any questions
as flat feet (pes planus) and regarding this disorder as well as
· abnormally high arched. feet (pes any other health related concerns
cavuS) have been casually postu- you may have.

ASk
a .d oc

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL ·32319.·

'o

.Orlando'S BIGGEST &BEST
Water Theme ·Park
is accepting appl.ications
for the following entry-level :jobs:

Pool TeChnician
(Seasonal/Part Time)

Ride ·operator
Lifeguard

f-mail your
questions to: Askadoc@moitucf.e~u

Apply 1n person or call our iob hotline at

407-248-1600
Avo~d traveling to~ the Middle -,East,.

Colombia or -China this summer
FROM PAGE
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be accessed to·find out information on any country in the world.
Visitors
to
http://travel.state.gov/travel- wa
rnings.html will be able to read
about a country's government,
·language, crime information and
medical facilities. In addition,
viSifors will be able to read any
public announcements or travel
warnirigs the country has
received.
·
Students should avoid traveling to the Middle East ·in particular. Countries such as Iraq,
Iran, Morocco, Saudi Arabia and
Turkey have unstable conditions that could be dangerous to
American citizens.
Babich said that students
should also avoid countries that
have been affected by Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome,
especially China. Countries such
as Canada, Hong Kong and
Sjng'apore have also been affected.
While the tropical cliinate
and beaches seem inviting,
Central and South America may
also prove poor choices for student vacations. Several ·countries in both regions have been
issued travel warning'S from the
·
State Department.
Columbia, ~ which . :was
issiled a travel warning on Feb.
24, 2003, continues tq be affect· ed by criminal and terro~t violence in all parts of the country.
The Department of State has
listed that there is a greater risk
of being kidnapped in Columbia
than in any other cotintry in the
world
Venezuela was also issued
a travel warning 9n Feb. 19,
2002.
·
- '
Babich said domestic travel

destinations are the safest right
now. ''With the increa8e in publie awareness and with the
_ Department
of . Homeland ·
Security working overtime on
safety issues, domestic travel is
as safe as it has ever been," she
said. The best bets are theme
parks since all have increased ·
their security measures.
·The U.S. ·has some -excellent spots for students to vacation in, as well as· some that
· should be avoided.
According 'to . Morgan
Quinto, a research firm that
studies crime statistics, San
Jose, Calif. is the safest city listed of those with a population of ,
500,000 or more. San Diego also
ranked in the top ten. Three
cities in Texas were listed,
,including San Antonio.
The most dangerous cities
·With populations of 500,000 or
more included Philadelphia,
Nashville and Washington, D.C ..
Morgan Quinto rates the
cities based on crime statistics
from six specific crimes: murder,
rape, robbery, aggravated
assault, burglary and motor
vehicle theft.
To avoid these crimes,
wherever the destination,
CollegeSAFE.com recommends
securing ~ valuables that are
going to be left at nome. Also,
leave a lamp or radio on to make
the home appear occupied. Hav~ a friend .pick up m~. or
hav:e the post office stop delivery.
If traveling to a foreign
country; make copies of all
important personal documenta- tion and leave them in an envelope with a family member or
trusted friend Include passport,
credit card and traveler's
checks information in case they
are lost or stolen.

You have a ·
choi~e in. housing •••

Choose wisely. _,

Orlando's Premier Student Living Community
•
•
•
•
•

Individual Leases
Fully Furnished Apartments
Utilities included in Rent
FREE Internet Access in Ev·ery »Bedroom
FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and More
+. FREE Student Computer Lab
• FREE State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility
• Roommate ,Matching Service Available
• Walking distance to UCF
••• And Much More!
,

*Rents and Incentives subject to change.

1:5:r
-0,HITlllTT

Jefferson Commons
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
Orlando; FL. 32~26
407.382.4114
www.ieffer~oncommons-orlando.com
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3361 Rouse Rd. , Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

407-447-4555 • classijieds@VClfuture.com

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING ·
. The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is.looking for healthy, male and
ferpale volunteers (ages 18-35), tc;> participate in a research study to
examine_how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
.training.

TELESALES PfT M-F 5:30-10:30 PM
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave
message before 5 P.M. otherwise
call 4~7-677-4560 after 5 PM. :
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are .available for- friendly,
outgoing,' motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemaik

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****
*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 $25 x 10 $250)
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840) (25+ = $40 x 25 = $1000)
*Day and Evening'S.hifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
*Flexible part hours avail.
· *CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

=

=

Internet Marketing Company
Looking for two content developers for.
summer._ Html experience req.,
Longwood location, FT. Contact Randy
Jeppesen at 407-256-1975 .
Detail oriented, honest and dependable
helper needed to help clean house and
rental properties. $8-$9/hr. with varied
duties. Call 407-?49-1086.

GET PAID FOR INTERNET
RESEARCH!! .

Call Today
407-873-5163

Part lime, Mornings or afternoons
duties inclu: internet data research &
capture. Private Office $8/hr M-F,
located in Winter Park
Call 407-647-9200

$250 a day potential/Baitending
Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 602

Bartender Trainees Needed.
*** $250 a day potential! ***
Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Inbound Vacation Sales
$$Phones Ringing Off Hook$$
·Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Office Near UCF. Call 407-260-1184.

PfT Doggy Daycare Position:
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
. Call 407-628-3844.
Female Models Wanted: 18-25
Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to 5'10".
For lingerie photo & video portfoliodemo's. 407-898-7900.

BUSINESS ADMIN.
GRADUATES

Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favortte activity.
Tennis • Water Ski
Soil • lacrosse • Ropes
June fo August Residential.
Enjoy our Web stte.
App~ on line. ..
TRIPP lAKE CAMP for Girls:

(])THE

central florida

m.IY!Yfil
\ 'ANTED:

SALES REPS
MARKETING DIR.
15 •20 HRS/WEEK
SCHOLARSHIPS+
COMMISSION
AVAILABLE
E-MAIL RESUME TO:

SALES@UCFFUTURE.COM

Want To Start???
A home business with no out of pocket
cost ever. Call Dave 1"866-609-9969.

SUMMER IN MAINE

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7 per wk
$1 per wk
$1.perwk

Charges listed above mclude an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

IIiiiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED

[[!IiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED

·Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• · MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, YISA, AMEX

2 Issues (1 w~k):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weekS):
Bolding: .
Large Headline:

Looking for a job? I can help!!!
My employer is currently hiring!!!
, Email questions and your resume to:
centralflajob@hotmail.com.
Gymnastics Instructor Wanted!!!
Exp. gymnastics tumbling instructor to
teach children of various levels. FT/PT
position, $8-15/hr, Winter Park area.
Contact: 407-679-6620.

Receptionist/ Secretary Wanted!!! ·
FT/PT, evening shift only,$6-10/hr
located in Winter Park area. Dance/
gymnastics office exp. a must-Contact:
407-679-6620.
WANTED Student to help register the
local chapter of a national honor
society. 3.0 Minimum GPA required,
sophomores preferred. Contact us at
vicepresident@phisigmathe1a.org"

· If You Are Trained in Quick
Books Premier for Small ·
Bu_
sinesses,
I Will Pay Well For a Few Hours Per
Week of Your Time.at Your
-- ·Convenience. Call 407-6~1-1371
Receptionist/Customer Service
lnt'I professional society seeks 2 PT
persons to handle switchboard and
assist in admin. support for membership
and meeting activities. Proficient in MS
Office, accurate data entry skills and
good customer service skills req.
Students or retirees encouraged to apply. Resumes: AESF HR Dept. 12644
Research Pkwy, Orlando Fl 32826.
No agencies please.

El

FOR SALE

SONY ENTERTAINMENT SALE ..
500 watt Dolby Digital Hometheatre
w/w'arrantf. Incl. 5 speakers,
4 stands, original boxes, instructionsand receipts. $325. Call Sam at
407-709-5098.
'
Bed, Dresser & Nightstand For Sale
_ Price Negotiable.
Call with Inquiries.
407-971-2536
BED - Queen pillow-top set.
New, in plastic, sacrifice $195,
can deliver. 407-383-0585.
BED - Full size mattress set, new,
w/warranty, $135. 407-275-0935.
.

'

BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $475. 407-275~0612.

1·800·997-4347
www.tripplokecomp.co

Assemble Nifty Craft Products - FT/PT Earn $50 to $3.00 per week. Cail today
start tomorrow. Se Habla Espanol.
Call 813-681-7837 today!
8am - 6pm & As.k_for Connie ·

,,

TeleSolutions is looking for part time
employees! You must be
dependable, articulate, honest, and
able to handle production goals. ·
TeleSolutions is located on bus
line at 436 & Old Cheney Road, near
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line:
407-581-3777 ext137.

a

Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. LoQking for exciting and
· outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

ACCESS TO PC?_
$250+ per week Part Time
Local Interview
Ms. Anderson
Call 407-249-7998

Telephone Pros. State of the art new
call center. HUGE c'ommissions, with
benefits. Get in on ground level. Fresh
leads and lists. FT/P.J, spanish a+.
Earn $600-$1000 weekly for FT. Great
career opportunity. 407-937-0108

x 205.
· Christian· Pre-School afternoon
teachers needed for:
Union Park Christian s·c hool
10301 East Colonial Dr., Orlando.
If you love children and the Lord
· please call 407-282-0551 ;

COMMISSION SALES REP
Web-ba·sed Nat'I Mktg/Promotional firm .
Hiring 5 UCF students as Account
Advocates to sell subscription services.
Earn $250+/week-Flex. hours email
C.brown@varsitycoupons.com
1-888-878-0220.

,,
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30 FT SPEAKER CABL!;-THICK $1.9.95
. :.Optimum Cu High Purity Copper-12
Gauge. Paying high prices'for brand
name speaker cable such as "
Monster will not make a difference in
. your·systen)'s sound!!
For a 40ft Cable with 8 Ohm Speaker
Lo1;1d, 12 gauge. wire has about
DOUBLE the% f:>OWER GAIN Of a 16- .
gauge wire. Cable Ends are Pr~pared
.
for INSTANT HOOKUP
Use for any _Application, Car/Mobi_le
Audio, Home Theatre,
· S,Ubwoofers, Center-Rear Channel~, .
High-end-High Power Systems,
PA Systems for Di:l's and Bands.
· Includes instructions, specifications,
and notables. Using symmetrical .
cables BA~ANCES your system, This
is BRAND.NEW CABLE. Various
lengths available. ON-LINE ·
· ORDERING- NE.XT DAY SHIPPING
. · www.kleintechsys.com _· .
P.561.969.2298
email: support@kleiotechsys.com

Classifieds • 19
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Downtown OrlandQ Room
·
, For Relit 21? .
Private bath, 14X14 room size
Walk in closet, utilities incl.
Available July 1, $S50/mnth: '
Negotiable. Call 407-687-1053 or
e-~ail ameblin@'claimgear.com.

GREAT S~ECIALS.
1 & 2 bedroom
. Floor Pl~ns·

2bed/2 b.ath condo. Mint condition.
,All new and spotles~ in.side. Close to
VCF. t5 min. cfowntow_n. 98k. B·efore
. June ?·call 816-210-8598 or ·.
816-213-7053. After June 7 also call
407-380-5206 .
3bd/2ba .home. Like new condition. ·
- 20 min, from UCF. On cul-de-sac.
-;,-, Wooded area behind·. Near
.. ·expressways. $137,90,0. 40l-273-064~.
·
Pictures· on www.infotube.net enter
407-273-0641 ..

F Roommate· wanted - ~,
Close to UCF . '212 only $450/mo in Riverpark Apts

.

--

Moving Sale!!
Bed_, kitchen table, and living ·room set. .
Prices negotiable. Everything must go!
Contact: 407-284-?320
Winter_and C.ompany Spinet ,Piano from
. 1960 with golden walnut fjnish .' Good
condition. $395/obo. ·
.
15 cu ft. Fridge w/ice maker. $200/obo.
.
Call 407-381-1894.

B'l ack Lab Mix - Lovable lab mix
n'eeds a good home without children.
Some ·vet expenses covered.
Call 407-688-2210.·

Pool,' Tennis, Gym Call Lindsay@
407-380-5616 or 202-2!:l7:44?9.

NEW HOMES FOR RENT
4bdi2bth new-homes in =ucF-area for
. ·,, rent $1095 to $1295. C~ll
..
407-~29-6330 .o r WWW.ORLRent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Home To Share!!!
Private room, female stl:ldent, 4 mi.
fro~ 'campws~ No Alata:ya, close ·to 408.
$425 total, cable.and high speed
,, :, internet. Call' 772-215-6871.

mi] AUTOMOTIVE
.

!! -DO NOT PAY
DEALER RATES!!

.:/,.
~

, .: Attention _all UCF Acura; Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
au~o repajr/maintenance ; etc? Don't
delay, call
THE Al:JTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and. beats most
independent shop r~!es!

• HOT RIDE!!! '96 NISSAN
.MAXIMA. $8500 080.
Enkei rims w/ new tires; amazing stereo
system, Eibach perlormance springs; ·
. Euro tail lights, rear spoiler, tints,
security system, e7,000 highway miles.
. Call 407-625-q_OQ6., .
1995 Ford Contour, 4 door, V-6,
automatic, power everything. Hwy
miJeage and non-smoker. Garage kept,
Excellent cond. $2,-500. Page me @
{07~7~3-5155 leave message.
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!!!! Tivoli Lease!!!!
. -3/3 on 3rd Floor
Vaulted Ceilings/$1270 mo.
Avail. July 1st/12 mo. lease
Call Jt?nny @ 321-765-1247

.

1993 Nissan 3,00zx -Pearl White, T-Tops, Auto, Leather, 6-disc cd,
original owner & well maintained, must ·
see to appreciate! 147k miles.
·
. $8900/obo 407-924-1508

FOR RENT

212 Condo Only 1 mile
from. UCF!· Large Bedrooms, Very Convenient
Parking! lnclu W/D. Completely Tiled.
Very Clean. Only $750/month .
·call 407-359-7273
Room For Rent .
Near Valel'!cia and UCF. $325/ mo., util.
iocl., laundry, kitchen and internet to
share. Contact 407-923-9186.
-

1

Sublease great 4/4 in Pegasus Landing
this Fall! Only $465/mo, inclu
everything. Shuttle to UCF (FREE),
Cabl.e, Ethernet; W/D, phone. Call Nina ·
407~362~4099 or email YLF82@aol.com

2 Be~ 2 Bath Condos.within walking
·distance to UCF. First floor avail.
'Basketball, volleyball, tennis, ·pool,
pets allowed. Quiet Complex.
Starting at $775/mo. Call or ·email:
Cindy @ LA Real Estate
407-679-2600 LAReal61@aol.com
UCF/University High Area
Great 3/2 dtJplex completely tiled,
freshly renovated, rents for $950/ mo.
. Avail IMMEDIATELY!
Call LA Real Estate, ask for Michae,r or
Cindy 407-679-2600

Fully Furnished 1/1 Private Apartment ·
F.emal~ to ,rent r.oom in great new
. -(bed, bathroom, living/kitchenette)
upstairs in Ovi~do Home. ·Only $800/mo
· home .. 30 minutes from UCF, on
inclu water, elec, trash.· Please Call
channel lakes. Pool, jacuzzi, furnished
· Linda @ 407-366-2600 or
· • room. No deposit. Only $400 a month
LBGtutor@ya.hoo.com'
(fle~ible) includes everything (phone,
cable, util). Call 407-466,.9612 today!

2· Great Units Avail.able!

. 212, W/D, great. location a~ross from·-UCF. -Only $700/mo
Call 407-872-62~7
Waterlord/UCF Area - Newer .3bd/2bth
or 4bd/2bth homes over looking private
, wooded area. 2-car g_
arage. All the ·
upgrades with comm. pool! From ,..
$1,290. Super ~ice! 407-833-0063 . .

:·· 212 cog_do. 2 min. from UCF, walk to
Walmart and Publix. Water view,. pool,
rec room. $795'/mo. incl. water. 6nd
unit. Available now!! Call 321-287-8420
or 407-381-9278; _

Im

4br/2ba. Alafay~ Woods. 5 miles from
UCF. Screened porch,.tile, fireplace.
· Huge eat in Kitchen.
Ask about Low down payinent and ..
other houses from 80 to 150K.
Call Donna As~ley 407-463-1120 ,
Keller Williams Advantage Realty. .

hsol;i@fojUU
I

':'..

Looking for someone to t~ke o~er lease
for a 1bd/1 bth in a 3i;)d/3bth apt. in
Pegasus Landing for Aext fall and
spring. NO MOVE IN FEES, fully furn.,
ethernet, great amenities. $500-incl. a! I
util. Call Wendy @ 407-682-4778 (H) or
407-810-2295 (C).
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SERVICES

Woald YOJJ like to improve your
communication and spe.~king sl<ill?~
_Try'Toastm9,sters! First·two.visit~ free! _
Our local cl1:1b meets the 1st and 3rd , · ·wecinesdays@ Perkins (11662
University BLVD) 7:30 to 8:30 AM._
Call Dial'le Neff at 407~823-0038 or
dneff@rnail.ucf.edu

ROOMS FOR RENT IN HOME!3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6B'R/4Bth
house in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed
internet, walk-in closets, gated
comm., -on a lake, rent equal to an
apt., 'Best bank for Buck at UCF!!
~all Tony@ 407-701-8669
··

. Need a·Besume?
Staffing .. professlonal will write your
.resume: $60.00 all ·inclusive.
Call 407-491-3030,or E-mail ·
_·ally2021@aol.com_ -

the- mad~-for.~you Makeover!

Discover skin care & makeup made to suit your skin tone, your eye &
hair cplor, even your lifestyle. call me today for a free computergenerated Personal Skin Care & Color Profile . We'll_create a, look
that's uniquely yours. _
.
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]ENNIFE'R HASSAN!

Spring t- ever! sweepstaKes - tnter to• ; INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
~ Sili1b 9-3 Cllwalille on my web site.
'. www.mary~ay.com/jh assan i

·- '·

After 6/15/03 check out our newes t sweepstakes

407 .281.9918

--Y· --~~ ·r.:,;~-ti'~~. - t hi~., ad f~~ -a -j·S~/~.,di~cou-nt-off your 1st ~rder

'

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in .
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo ·
- incl. util, n/s, no _pets, sec sys, pool
.
& tennis. Call-407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

SERVICES

M-ARY KAY®

El]

Roommates wanted to rent in 4bd/2ba,
pool, cable modem.and cable t.v.
Located 3 rni. from UCF through back
roads. $425 INCLUDES ALU!! Contact
'
Ken @ 407-658-7904._

EVENTS

TWELFTH ANNUALTODD-MILLER
'SEVENS RUGBY TQURNAM.ENT
Saturday, June.-14, 2003 ·

1,O:OO'a m - S:OOpm
UCF.intramural fields (driving_r<'.'nge)

GAMES ARE FREE . ,
TO PUBL:IC
POST TOURNAMENT SOCIAL AT POUNDERS

1 or 2 Female roommates. 4/2 house
on lake. Wireless internet. Cable T.V.
W/D. Pool, sec. system and comm.
tennis, volleyball and more. Behind Waterlord Lakes. $425/mnth. incl. util.
Call ·Krii>tine 407-381-3294.
Looking for one M/F for
5 ~d/3 bath home in Waterlord Lakes.
Furnislied, W/D, no pets or smoking .
Grad student pref. $475/mnth ir:icl. util.
Call 321-277-8722.

Call Rebeccah Rodrigues (407-443-1495)°
or.Mike Lawson (305-321-0199) for more info

mm

MISC

mm

MISC

Male to share 3/2 house in Waterford
Lakes. $31 O/mnth + 1/3 util. Avail.
Aug. 10. E-mail tcallis@mac.com
M looking for a M roommate. 1 mile ·
from UCF. $400/mp. No deposit. Incl.
. EVERYTHING. Unfurnished. Just
·remodeled every room in house.
Access to pool. Tony 407-484':6744.
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SERVICES

Perlorm Better! School, Sports or Sex! ·
, ...
Help for YOU!
, Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALL'I'. Pri_vate Se.?~ions.
www.hypnodean.com or ~07 851 0945

: ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
. • T SHIRTS, HATS, MUGS,
PENS ETC!! .
We offer promotional products for
any event or function.
Please call me at
407-313-082~, my name is Victoria
Kerensky. I am your on campus rep.
for Varsity Marketing. We specialize
· in promotic;>nal products that make
· the Dean's list.

UCF

Getl0°k
Discount.

HOMES

One BedroomiOne Bath 'Duplex, only
<;luplex in single-family area. Two miles ·
S of Oviedo, 2 miles N of UCF. Only
$500/mb.
Call 4g7-365-3648
Room f~r· re!nt in .h0use at Waterford .
lakes, all util. incl., and fa~t access
DSL. $500/nio. Call .Lindsay @ 407- 273-5486._,·Or 954~ 701-3806.
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HOMES

.·..

For free information
wwvi.stoppayingrentorJando.com
Michael I Hinkley, L.A. Real Estate, Inc ·
407-679-26_00 ext. 1·04.

\.-

Pr~sent your student ID· at the time of purchase. Valid at Kinko's of
Waterford Lakes, 899 N. Alafaya Trail, · Orlando, FL 32828. 10%
discount applicable on regularly priced Kinko's products and services
excluding postage,-shipping, gift certificate purchase, Ink Jet Cartridges,
Kodak® ·Pict1ue Maker purchase. 'This offer cannot be used in
combination with volume pricing, c;ustom-bid orders, sale items or other .
coupons,· special offers or discounts~ Offer valid at time of purchase_ '
only and ·may not be discounted or ·credited tow~d past or -future _ purchases. No cash.value. Kinko's may require written penflission froµi
the copyright holder in order·to reproduce any copynghted work. Kink.o's
and Tap Intp the Network are proprietary marks of Kinko'-s _venture_s,
Inc . .and are used by permisssioIY.©_2003 Kinko's Inc. _AU Rights
Reserved.

